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Abstract

Potential exists for improving desiccant dehumidifier per-

formance by providing cooling during the dehumidification process.

Several desiccant dehumidifier air-conditioning system cycles in-

corporating cooled dehumidifiers are derived from the adiabatic

cycles. An idealized model of the cooled dehumidifier based on an

equilibrium analysis is presented. This model is extended to non-

ideal dehumidifiers by defining three semi-empirical parameters.

The model provides an easily computed method for determining

cooled dehumidifier performance for use in obtaining estimates of

seasonal system performance.

The operating characteristics of the cooled dehumidifier

cycles, in particular, the cooled Dunkle cycle, are determined.

The effects of ambient condition, regeneration temperature, room

state, and level of individual component performance are inves-

tigated. Estimates of long term performance of the cooled Dunkle

cycle are obtained from computer models. Both gas-fired and

solar-fired operation are considered. The results are compared

with those of previously studied adiabatic cycles

It is concluded that well engineered components are re-

quired for satisfactory desiccant system performance. The adia-

batic systems appear to have an advantage over the cooled Dunkle

systems based on operating costs, but solar-fired cooled Dunkle

systems may be competitive with the adiabatic systems in climates

with moderate cooling loads.





CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The realization of our dependence on foreign sources of

energy caused by the energy shortage of a decade ago spurred the

investigation of various technologies which would use alternative

energy sources. Technologies driven with solar energy were opti-

mistically looked to to displace significant amounts of fossil

fuels in the heating and cooling of residential and commercial

buildings. In particular, open-cycle air-conditioning systems

using a solid desiccant dehumidifier in combination with a regene-

rative evaporative cooling system were proposed as alternatives to

the standard electrically driven vapor compression systems.

Even though current energy supplies appear to be sufficient,

investigation of desiccant cooling systems continues because of

economic motives. The natural gas industry is looking for new

markets because of growing supplies [1]. Gas-fired or solar-fired

with gas backup desiccant cooling systems could give the gas indus-

try a share of the air-conditioning energy market now dominated by

electric utilities. Electric utilities might also benefit if

desiccant systems proved successful [2]. In many locations, elec-

trically driven air-conditioning results in high demands for elec-

tricity. If some of this demand could be displaced by another

energy source, the need for increased future generating capacity
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could be diminished and present facilities could be operated more

efficiently. From the consumer's point of view, while there are

strong arguments to reduce the drain on non-renewable energy

sources, the desire to lower the monthly utilities bill will decide

the viability of desiccant cooling systems.

1.1 Adiabatic Systems

Desiccant cooling systems which use adiabatic dehumidifiers

have been studied extensively. Silica gel and molecular sieve are

the desiccants most commonly used. A number of system configura-

tions have been proposed with the ventilation and recirculation

cycles [3] receiving the most interest. Another configuration of

possible interest is the Dunkle cycle [4]. These systems are pic-

tured and briefly described in section 2.2. Estimates of the

seasonal performances of these systems have been determined by

computer simulation [3,5,6,7].

The study of systems using adiabatic dehumidifiers has been

aided significantly by the development of a theory that predicts

dehumidifier performance through an analogy with heat transfer

alone [8]. The nonlinear, coupled, partial differential equations

that describe the combined heat and mass transfer processes in the

dehumidifier are transformed into two equations of the same form

as the describing equation for heat transfer alone. The

1Reference [6] contains a well documented history of the
development of desiccant air-conditioning systems.



dehumidifier performance can then be determined using the known

heat transfer solution. The analogy theory therefore provides an

easily computed model of the adiabatic dehumidifier suitable for

use in seasonal simulations of system performance. The alternative

finite difference model is impractical for this purpose because it

is time consuming and expensive to run.

1.2 Cooled Systems

Because of the dependence of the desiccant properties on

temperature, there are potential benefits to system performance if

cooling is provided during the dehumidification process. Typical

desiccants can adsorb more moisture when at a lower temperature.

This may allow the use of a smaller system to obtain the same

cooling capacity as an adiabatic system. A cooled dehumidifier

can be regenerated at a lower temperature than an adiabatic system

and still produce the same capacity. This feature may be particu-

larly important when the cooling system is coupled to a solar

energy system.

A staged, adiabatic dehumidifier with intercooling was

proposed by Lunde [9]. An experimental study of a water cooled

bed has been carried out by Pryor [101. Extensive work on a

cross-cooled dehumidifier system has been done at the Illinois

Institute of Technology (l IT) including the development of a

cross-cooled dehumidifier prototype [11] and testing and modeling

of its performance [12,13]. Although numerical solutions to

coo led dehumidifier operation have been developed [14], this



method is again too time consuming and expensive for use in ob-

taining estimates of seasonal performance. Current estimates are

based on computer simulations using a linear regression of dehu-

midifier performance data obtained from a finite difference solu-

tion as the dehumidifier model [15]. A drawback of this method

is that the effects on system performance of design changes in

the dehumidifier can not be assessed without redoing the finite

difference solution for the changed dehumidifier.

1.3 Objectives

The main purpose of this work is to assess the potential

performance of desiccant cooling systems using a cooled silica gel

dehumidifier. Because of the limited nature of design point per-

formance calculations, estimates of long term performance are re-

quired in order to make a full assessment. This was not feasible

with the models available, so the first goal of this work is to

develop an easily computed model of the cooled dehumidifier suit-

able for use in long term computer simulations. This occurs in

two steps. First, a model of an idealized dehumidifier based on

equilibrium processes is developed. The only information required

are the inlet conditions and the desiccant properties. Second, a

model of a non-ideal dehumidifier is obtained by defining three

empirical parameters which describe the degree to which the

non-ideal dehumidifier processes approach the ideal. The three

parameters carry the effects of the dehumidifier design.



The second goal of this work is to determine the charac-

teristics of a particular system configuration. The effects of

individual component performance, room state, ambient condition,

and regeneration temperature on overall system performance are

investigated and compared with adiabatic systems. This informa-

tion is useful in determining which components are most important

and in explaining long term performance results.

This leads to the third and major goal of this work; to

assess the long term performance of a cooled desiccant air-condi-

tioning system. The assessment is made based on estimates of

thermal performance and parasitic power consumption. Both

gas-fired and solar/gas-fired options are investigated. Operation

in three climates, Miami, FL (warm and humid), Phoneix, AZ (hot

and dry), and Columbia, MO (moderate, with a substantial heating

load), are included. The assessment is made through a comparison

of the cooled system performance with that of the well-studied

adiabatic systems.

In summary then, the objectives are:

A. Development of an easily computed model for the

cooled dehumidifier (Chapter 4) through

1. development of an idealized equilibrium model and

2. definition of three empirical parameters to

describe a non-ideal dehumidifier.

B. Investigate the characteristics of a particular system

configuration (Chapter 5) by determining the effects

on Overall system performance of
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I. ambient condition,

2. regeneration temperature,

3. room state, and

4. individual component performance.

C. Assess overall cooled desiccant system performance

(Chapter 6) by looking at:

1. thermal performance and parasitic power consumption.

2. both gas-fired and solar/gas-fired operation.

3. a range of climates.

a. Miami, FL (warm and humid)

b. Phoenix, AZ (hot and dry)

c. Columbia, MO (moderate, substantial heating

load)

4. a comparison with adiabatic system performance.



CHAPTER 2

DESICCANT AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

The operation of desiccant air-conditioning systems is based

on dehumidifying moist air and supplying this dry air to an evapora-

tive cooling system. This chapter presents descriptions of the con-

figuration and operation of two systems using adiabatic dehumidi-

fiers, the ventilation cycle and Dunkle cycle. The recirculation

cycle is not looked at because Jurinak [6] has shown it not to

2
work as well as the other two. A configuration appropriate to

using a cooled dehumidifier is then constructed. The models used

to describe the performance of the individual components are pre-

sented along with the properties of the silica gel desiccant used

in this work.

Table 2.oO,.lcontains a listing of the code letters that are

used in labeling the schematic diagrams of the various systems to

be presented.

2For balance flow between the two sides of the dehumidifier,

the only flow ratio considered in this work for the adiabatic
systems. Jurinak [7] has shown that the recirculation cycle
performance can be improved to match that of the ventilation cycle
by using unbalanced flows in the dehumidifier.



Component

Table 2.0.1

Codes for Labeling Figures

evaporative cooler

heat exchanger

dehumidifier

heat source (gas and/or solar)

EC

HX

DH

HS



2.1 Evaporative Cooling Systems

Under certain conditions, simple evaporative cooling can

be used to meet the cooling load. Such a system is shown in

figure 2.1.1. Ambient air is cooled by the adiabatic saturation

process and introduced into the room. The cooling capacity of the

system is given by the product of the mass flow of air delivered

to the room and the enthalpy difference between the room and inlet

states. Ambient conditions under which useful cooling can be pro-

duced are limited to those with a wet-bulb temperature less than

the room wet-bulb temperature as shown in figure 2.1.1.

The range of ambient conditions under which useful cooling

can be provided can be increased by adding another evaporative

cooler and a heat exchanger as shown in figure 2.1.2. This is the

regenerative evaporative cooling system. Room air (6) is evapora-

tively cooled (7) to provide a sink for the heat exchanger.

Ambient air (1) is cooled in the heat exchanger (3) before being

evaporatively cooled (4) and sent to the room. While useful

cooling is extended to warmer ambient temperatures, it is still

limited to conditions that are drier than the room state. At

high temperatures, the cooling load may become larger than the

capacity of the system which is limited by the allowable air flow

rate.
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2.2 Adiabatic Dehumidifier Desiccant Systems

In humid climates, a dehumidifier can be added to supply

dry air to the regenerative evaporation cooling system. In hot

climates with high cooling loads, the addition of a dehumidifier

can help increase capacity by supplying drier air to the evapora-

tor cooler. Perhaps the simplest way of doing this is shown in

figure 2.2.1. This system, using an adiabatic dehumidifier, is

called the ventilation cycle. A rotary type heat exchanger and

dehumidifier are depicted. Ambient air (1) is dried in the dehu-

midifier (2) and then sent to the regenerative evaporative cooling

section. For this system to work, the desiccant must be regene-

rated (dried out) so it can be used again. As will be shown in

chapter 3, the adiabatic dehumidification process for the desiccant

used in this work is approximately the reverse of the adiabatic

saturation process. In cool ing the process stream, the heat ex-

changer heats the regenerating stream (9), reclaiming much of the

temperature rise due to the dehumidification process. Additional

thermal energy (gas and/or solar) is needed to reach the required

regeneration temperature (11). This is in contrast to the evapora-

tive cooling systems which required energy only to move the air

around. The regenerating stream removes moisture from the desic-

cant (12), again approximately following an adiabatic saturation

line.

Other configurations of components are possible. The Dunkle

cycle is pictured in figure 2.2.2. The Dunkle cycle conditions
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recirculated room air rather than supplying fresh air to the room

as in the vent cycle. Ambient air is used for the regenerating

stream. This cycle contains an additional heat exchanger (HX2)

which reclaims energy from the dehumidifier outlet state (2) and

transfers it to the regenerating stream (9). Although the air flow

paths are somewhat different than in the vent cycle, the Dunkle

cycle is again essentially a dehumidifier (and an additional heat

exchanger) attached to a regenerative evaporator cool ing system.

A schematic diagram and psychrometric representation of the

recirculation cycle is shown in figure A.1 of appendix A. The

recirc cycle has the same configuration of components as the vent

cycle, but with different flow streams. Instead of processing am-

bient air, the recirc cycle conditions room air and recirculates it.

Ambient air is used for the regenerating stream rather than room

air. This results in the sink for the heat exchanger being the

wet-bulb temperature of the ambient rather than the room. This

can result in a loss of cooling capacity compared with the vent

cycle, but it is compensated for by sending drier air (not evapora-

tively cooled) to the dehumidifier.

2.3 Dehumidifier Processes: Adiabatic Versus Cooled

The cooling capacity of a desiccant system depends signifi-

cantly on how dry the air leaving the dehumidifier can be made.

Figure 2.3.1 shows that the drierair from the dehumidifier (w2')

will have a lower wet-bulb temperature after passing through the

heat exchanger (3') and therefore has a greater potential for
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cooling (Ah' > Ah).

The adiabatic dehumidification process for the desiccant used

in this work is shown in chapter 3 to be approximately the reverse

of the adiabatic saturation process. The outlet state of an ideal

adiabatic dehumidifier is near the intersection of tWB line through

the inlet state and the rh line through the regeneration inlet

state as shown in figure 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

It is shown in chapter 4 that the outlet state of an

idealized cooled dehumidifier lies near the intersection of the

rh line through the regeneration inlet state with the temperature

of the cooling stream, tSINK as shown in figure 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

Figure 2.3.2 shows that the cooled dehumidification process

produces a drier outlet state than the adiabatic process when the

desiccant is regenerated at the same temperature. Therefore, the

cooled dehumidifier has the potential for producing a larger

cooling capacity or requiring a lower flow rate to produce the same

capacity as the adiabatic dehumidifier.

If the two dehumidifiers are compared based on producing

the same potential cooling capacity (same w ), figure 2.3.3
out

shows that the cooled system might be able to operate with a lower

regeneration temperature. This may benefit the interaction with

the solar energy collection system by requiring less auxiliary

energy and/or lowering collector losses.

These arguments are based on the dehumidifier only. They

are not directly applicable to the complete systems because the
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flow paths of the air streams through the other components are not

the same for each system. The trade-offs involved are pointed out

in the next section.

2.4 Cooled Dehumidifier Desiccant Systems

The operation of cooled dehumidifier systems depends on a

source of cooling for the dehumidification process. Extensive use

of evaporative cooling is made in desiccant air-conditioning sys-

tems, so a logical choice for the dehumidifier cooling stream is to

use evaporatively cooled ambient air.

A configuration of components suitable for use with a cooled

dehumidifier can be constructed by considering the Dunkle cycle.

The purpose of heat exchanger HX2 is to reclaim energy from the

warm dehumidifier outlet state (2) and transfer it to the regene-

rating stream (9). If a cooled dehumidifier were used in this

configuration, much of this energy is carried away by the cooling

stream and lost. The dehumidifier outlet state is cooler, but

because of the temperature dependence of the desiccant properties,

it is also drier. If heat exchanger HX2 is removed from the pro-

cess stream and placed in the regenerating stream, the loss of

the energy in the dehumidifier outlet stream (2) can be compensated

for by reclaiming energy from the regenerating outlet stream (12).

This configuration, the cooled Dunkle cycle, is shown in figure

2.4.1.
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Because the outlet state of the dehumidifier (2) in the

cooled system is drier than in the Dunkle system, the cooled sys-

tem has a larger cooling capacity when operated at the same re-

generation temperature. But the cooled cycle also requires a

larger thermal energy input. In a different light, the cooled sys-

tem requires a lower regeneration temperature to match the capacity

of the adiabatic system. This will have an impact when the system

is coupled with a solar energy system. The trade-off between the

potential for increased cooling capacity and the requirement of

additional thermal energy in the cooled system will be evaluated

in chapters 5 and 6. The implications of using a cooled dehumidi-

fier system on the desiccant system-solar system interaction will

also be evaluated in chapter 6.

The ventilation and recirculation cycles can be modified

to operate with a cooled dehumidifier also. The cooled recirc

cycle is shown in figure A.2 of appendix A. An additional heat

exchanger (HX2) has been included to compensate for the loss of

thermal energy from the dehumidifier outlet state (2) (carried

away by the cooling stream) by reclaiming energy from the regene-

ration outlet state (12). Another modification that has been

made is to use ambient air (1) directly for the regenerating

stream rather than the evaporatively cooled ambient stream (8).

The desiccant can be regenerated to a lower moisture con tent using

the drier air and therefore the outlet state of the dehumidifier

(2) will be drier. This is the system currently being investigated
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at the Illinois Institute of Technology.

The cooled vent cycle is shown in figure A.3 of appendix A.

An additional heat exchanger is again included. Two options are

available for a choice of regenerating stream, either ambient

air (1) or evaporatively cooled room air (8). In most cases, the

drier air stream should be used because this will result in regene-

ration of the desiccant to a drier moisture content and subsequent-

ly increased dehumidification. This may not hold true for high

ambient air temperatures (t1 > t 1 2 , therefore bypass HX2 ) where

using ambient air instead of room air may result in a decreased

thermal energy requirement.

2.5 Component Models

2.5.1 Dehumidif iers

The adiabatic dehumidifiers in the vent and Dunkle cycles

are modeled by the analogy method presented in chapter 3. The per-

formance is given by two parameters, FI and FF (eqs. 3.2.2) which
F1  F2

measure the actual dehumidifier performance relative to the ideal

performance.

The model for the cooled dehumidifier is developed in

chapter 4. Three parameters, Cw (eq. 4.3.1), Et (4.3.2), and

rc (eq. 4.3.3), are defined to describe the performance of a

non-ideal dehumidifier in terms of an ideal one.

2.5.2 Heat Exchangers

The heat exchangers in this work are modeled by a
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temperature effectiveness

tH 2out 1,in 
(2.5.1)

HX t2,in t, in

where stream 1 is the stream with the minimum capacity rate, mc

(the drier air stream for balanced flow through the heat exchanger),

and t 2 in tlin represents the maximum possible temperature

change of stream 1. The outlet temperature of stream 2 is then

found from an energy balance.

2.5.3 Evaporator Coolers

The evaporative coolers are modeled by an effectiveness that

represents the approach of the actual outlet state to the ideal

saturated outlet state

t - t. w - w.out in _wout in (252)

EC t -t. w -w.
in in

where the "*" designates the saturated outlet state of the adia-

batic saturation process.

2.6 Properties

2.6.1 Moist Air Properties

Moist air is considered here to be an ideal gas mixture of

air and water vapor. The enthalpy of moist air per unit mass of

dry air is given by

h dry air t + w(hfg + Cvapor t) (2.6.1)
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where the enthalpy of the dry air has been referenced to 0°C. The

enthalpy of the water vapor is referenced to liquid water at 00C
0

where hfg is the heat of vaporization at the reference temperature.

0

Table 2.6.1 lists the values used for cdry air' Cvapor' and hfvapor' fg.

The saturation humidity ratio, required in the evaporative

cooler model, is given by

P SAT
w = . 6 219 8 P P

pTOT -p SAT
(2.6.2)

where PSAT is given by

P )SAT -X(a+ bX+IcX3)l 1010 218.16'71 =) -T 1 + dX ,)

with PSAT

x

T

a

b

c

d

= [atm]

= 647.27 - T

= [OK]

= 3. 2437814

= 5.86826 x 103

= 1.1702379 x 108

= 2.1878462 x 10 - 3

The latent heat of vaporization of water is of interest in

the development of the cooled dehumidifier in chapter 4. Its

variation with temperature is approximated as a linear function

o

hfg hfg + (Cvapor cIiq (2.6.4)

(2.6.3)1[23]



Moist Air

Table 2.6.1

and Silica Gel Properties

Cdry air = 1005 J/kg

Cvapor = 1859 J/kg

c liq = 4187 J/kg

Csilica gel =  921 J/kg (also Cdes, Cdry des )

hfg(0 0 C) = 2.5014 x 106 J/kg

P = 1 atm
TOT

25
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where again 0C has been used as the reference temperature at which
0

hfg is evaluated.

2.6.2 Desiccant Properties

Silica gel is used as the desiccant in this work. The par-

tial pressure of water vapor in equilibrium with the moist silica

gel is given by

por -(29.91 ) (2.009 W)P sA fg (2.6.5)[171

vapor F(9.91 w)SAT]h/

where P and P are in atmospheres, W is the water contentvapor SAT

of the desiccant per unit mass of dry desiccant, and h/hg is the
s fg

rat11oof the heat of sorption of water on the silica gel to the

latent heat of vaporization. Brandemuehl [241 has found the

following expression to fit the published data,

h

hs = + 0.2843 exp(-10.28 W) (2.6.6)
fg

An equation representing the equilibrium relationship between

moist air and desiccant can be obtained from eq.(2.6.5) and the

relation

P
w = .62198 vapor

P - PTOT vapor

assuming P < < P and P T = 1atm,
vapor TOT TOT am



h ./h

w(t,W) = .02080 (60.09 W PSAT(t)) ..hf

This equation is implicit in W because

The equilibrium relation W = W(t,w) is

eq(2.6.7) by applying Newton's method.

lines of constant W on a psychrometric

of constant relative humidity.

h s/h fgis a function of W.

found numerically from

Figure 2.6.1 shows the

chart overlayed on lines

27

(2-6.7)
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CHAPTER 3

THE ADIABATIC DEHUMIDIFIER AND THE ANALOGY METHOD

The study of desiccant air conditioning systems with adia-

batic dehumidifiers has been aided significantly by the develop-

ment of the analogy theory of Banks, Close, and Maclaine-cross

[8,16,17] which provides an easily computed model for the adia-

batic dehumidifier. This allows estimates of seasonal perfor-

mance to be obtained using computer simulation.

In this chapter, an outline of the analogy model of the

adiabatic dehumidifier is presented. This model is used later to

obtain performance estimates of the adiabatic desiccant systems

against which the cooled dehumidifier system performances will be

compared. Also, it is used in the development of the idealized

cooled dehumidifier in chapter 4.

The geometry of choice for the adiabatic dehumidifier has

been the counterflow rotating wheel where one side of the wheel is

dehumidifying an air stream while the otherside is being regene-

rated (dried) by a heated air stream. The dehumidifier could

also consist of two beds which are switched between the two air

streams. These geometries are shown in figure 3.0.1.

3.1. Idealized AdliabaticDehumidifier Model

The idealized adiabatic dehumidifier model presented here
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is based on the assumption of equilibrium between the desiccant and

air stream at all times and positions. This situation is obtained

by assuming the coefficients describing the heat and mass transfer

process are infinite. It is also assumed in the following develop-

ment that the processes occur under steady-state operating condi-

tions with uniform inlet conditions.

The differential equations describing the heat and mass

transfer between the desiccant and the air stream are obtained by

applying mass and energy balances to the control volume in figure

3.1.1. The results are

w Dw W 0
70+

(3.1 .1)

h + h DH

where v is the air velocity and pi is the ratio of the mass of dry

desiccant to the mass of dry air in the control volume. These

equations are nonlinear and coupled through the dependence of en-

thalpy on moisture content. Assuming equilibrium between the air

and the desiccant given by

W = W(t,w)

H = H(t,w)

h = h(t,w)



air

*1

VI
(w, h )X.,.AX

Figure 3.1.1 Adiabatic dehumidifier control volume idealized
as a parallel passage channel.
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eqs (3.1.1) can be manipulated into two equations of identical

form [16],

( o++ U( + c i  - 0 i = 1,2 (3.1.2a)

where

u 0 v (3.1.2b)
' I'+Py i

and the (x. and y. are functions of the desiccant and moist airI I

properties [16,7]. If functions F.(t,w) are defined such that

w =a.(3.1 .3)

eqs (3.1.2a) can be transformed [16] to

F. 9F.
-'- u -~- 0 i = 1,2 (3. 1.4)

where the F. are termed the characteristic potentials.

iw

Eq (3.1.3) can be rearranged to
F. 3F.

, -2 = 1,2 (3.1.5)

The h. aeFrelated to the slopes of lines of constant F. when

plotted on a psychrometric chart. Remembering that the . are

functions of the desiccant and moist air properties, eq (3.1.5)
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can be integrated to determine the paths of the constant F.. This

has been done [17] for the silica gel-moist air system being used

in this work (section 2.5) and is shown in figure 3.1.2 superim-

posed on lines of constant tWB and rh. Note the similarity between

lines of constant F and tWB and lines of constant F2 and rh.

Eqs (3.1.4) are of the same form as the equation for heat

transfer only [8] with the F. analogous to t and the y i analogous

to a, the ratio of the specific heat of the dry desiccant to that of

dry air. With the appropriate assumptions and approximations [7,8],

the combined heat and mass transfer problem can be solved by super-

imposing the two F. solutions found from the analogous heat transferI

only problem.

Eqs (3.1.4) (together with infinite transfer coefficients)

are also of the form of a first order wave equation [7,8]. The

solution of such an equation is a step change in F. that travels

through the desiccant with a velocity u i . The wave velocity is

dependent on the system properties through yi (eq(3.1.2b)) which are

shown in figure 3.1.3. YI is much less than y over the range

shown. This means that changes in F will travel through the

desiccant much faster than changes in F2 .

These results can be conveniently represented on a wave

diagram with bed (or wheel) position, x, and time (or wheel travel

angle), 6, as the coordinates as shown in figure 3.1.4. Consider

the dehumidification process for example. The left-hand axis

represents the situation at the beginning of the dehumidification
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period where the desiccant has just been regenerated. The desic-

cant is therefore in equilibrium with the regenerating air stream

R. The desiccant state can be represented by

FiR =Fi(tR inWRin) i = 1,2 (3.1.6)

As the air stream to be dehumidified is blown through the bed, a

step change in F1 passes rapidly through the bed. The position of

the wave front as it moves through the bed is given by the diagonal

line. Ahead of the F1 change wave, the air stream has come to

equilibrium with the desiccant and leaves at state R. The outlet

air is at state R for only a short time. In determining the

idealized outlet state, this part will be neglected.

Behind the F1 wave and ahead of the F2 wave, the desiccant

is at the intermediate state F1p, F 2R* The air leaving the dehu-

midifier ahead of the F2 wave is in equilibrium with this state

given by D or

WDu =w(F p'F2R)

(3.1.7)
D3t W 2R~

tD t  t(Flp,F2R

Behind the F2 front, the desiccant has come to equilibrium with

the inlet state

F ip = Fi(tDinwDi) i = 1 = 2 (3.1 .8)
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and can therefore do no more dehumidifying. The maximum amount of

dehumidification (and therefore the largest capacity) occurs when

the dehumidification period is taken as the time for the F2 wave to

pass through the bed, 6BV For times shorter than this, the full
BBD

capacity of the bed is not used. For periods greater than 0 BP

nondehumidified air with little potential for cooling is passed on

to the rest of the system.

The same description applies to the regenerating period.

Figure 3.1.3 shows that Y2R is less than Y2P which means the F2

wave in the regenerating period travels faster than in the dehu-

midification period3 The easiest way to determine the average

outlet state of the regenerating period is to do mass and energy

balances on the whole dehumidifier.

3.2 Non-ideal Adiabatic Dehumidifier Model

The solution to the non-ideal heat transfer only problem

can be presented in terms of a temperature effectiveness

tA - tAAgout A,in
-tA

tB, in A,in

where stream A has the minimum capacity rate ratio

C. (rC).air air _1

C'mat (mc) ma tID cy (3..

3 For balanced mass flowrates, the only flow ratio used

for the adiabatic systems in this work. See ref[7] for the
effects of unbalanced flow.
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and t n t A  is the maximum possible temperature change for

the heat exchanger. The temperature effectiveness is usually

presented in terms of non-dimensional parameters describing the

properties and geometry of the exchanger (see, for example, Kays

and London [18]). The heat transfer only solution can be applied

to the non-ideal heat and mass transfer problem by using the

analogous parameters to determine effectiveness for the F. poten-

tials [19].

In the heat transfer only problem, the effectiveness is

applied to the stream with the smaller capacity rate ratio. The

analogous "capacity rate ratio" for the heat and mass exchanger is

1/wy. In section 3.2, it was noted that the y for the dehumidi-

fication period are greater than for the regenerating period, im-

plying that the F. effectiveness should be applied to the dehumi-

difying period (the period with the slower F. waves).

F. - Fip
F i = 1,2 (3.2.2)F F M F ii iR iP

These are shown in figure 3.2.1. The outlet air state of the

regeneration stream is then found from mass and energy balances.

Rather than integrating eqs (3.1.5) each time to determine

Fi, Jurinak [7] has determined curve fits for the F. to which
/I 1 * 1 - 1 - _ * N I s1 0

eqs (3.2.2) can be applied directly. For the silica gel used in

this work, the F. are fitted by
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Figure 3.2.1 Adiabatic dehumidifier F. effectivenesses.
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F1 (t,w) = 2865.8624- T4w + 4.344 w6
t

(3.2.3)

F2 (tw) .49 .07969
2 =6360 - 1.127

where t is in *K and w is in unit mass of water per unit mass of

dry air. The F1 and F2 equations cannot be solved explicitly for

t and w, though. Temperature can be eliminated between the F

and F2 equations leaving a function of w only. w can then be solved

for by applying Newton's method. t can then be found from either

of eqs (3.2.3).
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CHAPTER 4

THE COOLED DEHUMIDIFIER MODEL

A theory similar to the analogy method for adiabatic dehu-

midifiers does not exist for cooled dehumidifiers. With only finite

difference models available, evaluation of the seasonal performance

of a cooled dehumidifier air-conditioning system is difficult and

expensive. In this chapter, a model of a cooled dehumidifier suit-

able for long term computer simulations is developed. A descrip-

tion of the cyclic operation of a cooled dehumidifier is given.

An idealized equilibrium model that depends only on the inlet con-

ditions and desiccant properties is presented. This model is then

extended to non-ideal dehumidifiers by defining three parameters

which describe the degree to which the non-ideal dehumidifier

processes approach the ideal.

4.1 Description of the Cooled Dehumidifier Cycle

The cooled dehumidifier prototype being investigated at IlIT

uses two cross-flow, parallel passage, fixed-bed dehumidifiers [111.

This geometry is used because of the simplicity in attaching the

desiccant material to the supporting structure and in the ducting

of the process and cooling air streams. The parallel passages are

designed for laminar flow in order to keep the pressure drop to a

minimum. Figure 4.1.1 shows this cross-cooled geometry with the

addition of fins. Only the channels through which the air stream



Figure 4.1.1 A cross-cooled desiccant dehumidifier geometry.
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to be dehumidified flow contains desiccant material. A geometry

suitable for continuous rotary operation has also been proposed [14].

Figure 4.1.2 shows a schematic diagram of the operating

cycle of a cooled dehumidifier. The desiccant bed in (a) is being

regenerated (dried out) with a heated air stream. When the bed is

fully regenerated, it will be in equilibrium with the regenerating

air stream and will therefore be hot.

A precooling process follows during which cool air is

blown through the cooling channels to remove the heat from the

regenerated bed in preparation for the dehumidification process (b).

This process reduces the load on the dehumidification cooling stream.

After being precooled, the bed is ready to dehumidify the

process air stream which is blown through the desiccant-lined

channels (c). Cool air is blown through the cooling channels to

remove the heat generated by the adsorption of moisture in the

desiccant and to keep the bed at a lower temperature. The air

humidity ratio in equilibrium with the desiccant at this tempera-

ture is drier than with no cooling (see figure 2.3.2).

When the desiccant becomes saturated, the bed is removed

from the process air stream. At this point, the bed is cool but

regeneration of the bed requires heating it to a relatively high

temperature. The other bed has just finished being regenerated

and is ready for precooling. The heat removed from the hot bed

during precooling can be used to preheat the cool, saturated bed

about to be regenerated (d).
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After preheating, the bed is regenerated and the cycle

repeated. While one bed is being regenerated, the other is dehu-

midifying, and while one bed is being precooled, the other is

being preheated.

4.2 Idealized Cooled Dehumidifier Model

The model of the idealized cooled dehumidifier to be pre-

sented does not depend on any particular geometry but does follow

the operating cycle described in section 4.1. An underlying

assumption in the following model is that the processes occur under

steady state operating conditions with uniform inlet states.

4.2.1 Cooled Dehumidification Process

The following assumptions are made in the idealized model

of the cooled dehumidification process:

i) The desiccant bed has been uniformly precooled to

some sink temperature.

ii) Sufficient cooling is supplied during the dehumidi-

fication process so that the bed is maintained at

the sink temperature.

iii) Heat and mass transfer coefficients are infinite so

that there is equilibrium between the air stream and

the desiccant at all times and positions.

The first two assumptions reduce the problem to an isothermal mass

transfer process. A water balance on the control volume in

figure 4.2.1 shows the describing equation to be
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3w 3w 9W+ v---+ 1-1 -=Q (4.2.1)

where v is the fluid velocity and p is the ratio of the mass of

dry desiccant to the mass of dry air in the dehumidifier. The
equilibrium relationship w = w(T,W) produces the identities

3w _9w 3T 9w 9W

(4.2.2)

w 3w 3T 3w T3Wx T) W x + D )--x

The desiccant temperature T is constant by the second assumption

above and so the first term in each of eqs (4.2.2) drops out.

Substitution of eqs (4.2.2) into eq (4.2.1) gives

9W 9W

96 +  - = 0 (4.2.3)

where

uv (4.2.4)

1 + T

Eq (4.2.3) is of the form of the first order kinetic wave equation

that was discussed in section 3.1 while developing the adiabatic

dehumidifier model. A step change in W will propagate through

the desiccant bed with a velocity u.

Figure 4.2.2 presents the results in the form of a wave

diagram. The left-hand axis represents the situation at the

beginning of the dehumidification period when the whole bed has
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Figure 4.2.1 Cooled dehumidifier control volume idealized
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just been regenerated to WDRY and precooled to tSINK- If moist air

with humidity ratio.wDinis passed through the bed, a wave frontwith umidty rtio D, in

moves through the bed with its position in the bed as a function

of time shown by the diagonal line. Behind the wave front, the

desiccant has adsorbed moisture from the air such that it is in

equilibrium with the cooled inlet air stream,

WWET = W(tsimK,wDi) (4.2.5)

Ahead of the wave, the air has been dehumidified and leaves the

bed in equilibrium with the desiccant,

wD,out =w(tSINK,WDRY) (4.2.6)

After the wave front has passed through the bed, the desiccant can

no longer adsorb any more moisture and the outlet humidity ratio

will be the same as the inlet. The time it takes for the wave to

break through is 6BD" This period length produces the maximum

amount of dehumidification. If the dehumidification period 0 is
D

less than 6BD' some of the adsorbing capacity of the bed is wasted.

If the period is greater than 0 BD, moist air with no potential for

cooling is passed on to the rest of the system.

4.2.2 Adiabatic Regeneration Process

Regeneration of the desiccant occurs adiabatically. The

analogy method presented in chapter 3 provides an efficient model
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for this period of the idealized dehumidifier cycle.

A desiccant bed that has gone through the cooled dehumidi-

fication period has a moisture content WWET given by eq (4.2.5).

Prior to being regenerated, it is preheated to some temperature

TH (given by eq (4.2.17)). This state is represented by the

left-hand axis of figure 4.2.3 and labeled as A.

If a heated air stream at state R is blown through the bed,

an FI wave moves rapidly through the bed followed by an F2 wave

sometime later as described in section 3.1. Again, because the

F1 wave travels so fast, the short time that the outlet air state

is at A is neglected. Behind the F1 wave, the desiccant is at the

state given by

FIR =F 1 (tR,in'wR,in

(4.2.7)

F 2A = F 2 (TH' WWET)

Ahead of the F2 wave, the air is in equilibrium with the desiccant

and therefore leaves at state RA,

tR,out = t(F1R,F 2A)

(4.2.8)

WR,ou = w(FlRF 2A)
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Behind the F2 wave, the desiccant has come to equilibrium

with the inlet air stream and its state is given by

F iR = Fi(tRin,wRin) i = 1,2

or

T tR,in (4.2.9)

WDRY = W(tR,in',wR,in)

The F2 wave breaks through the bed after time 0 BR* This period

length results in the maximum regeneration of the desiccant. If

the regeneration period, eR' is less than eBR , the bed will not

be fully regenerated and therefore will have less dehumidifying

capacity. If the period is greater than e BR' the air heated at

some expense will be blown through the bed and exhausted without

doing anything.

To obtain optimum performance from the dehumidifier, the

dehumidification period should be chosen as 0D = 6BD and the re-

generation period should be chosen as 6 R = BR" Because the two

processes occur at the same time, the periods must be equal,

e3 = R .  Ingeneral, 6 and 6B will not be equal because the

6 6R I BD BR

wave speeds are not equal, so obtaining the optimum performance

of the dehumidifier is not a simple matter. Operation of the

dehumidifier to obtain 6B = 6B and the consequences of

6 BD # 6BR are d iscussed in sect ion 4.2.4.
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4.2.3 Precooling and Preheating Processes

The precooling and preheating processes for the idealized

dehumidifier are modeled as counter-current heat exchange pro-

cesses with infinite heat transfer coefficients. The solution will

be presented in terms of waves in order to remain consistent with

the other periods.

The precooling and preheating processes occur at constant

moisture content. A differential energy balance on a small con-

trol volume of the bed gives the following equation (neglecting

the storage term of the air),

DT DT
+ :u- = 0(4.2.10)

where
C.LCairL

u = (4.2.11)

des P

and Cair/Cdes is the capacity rate ratio for the process
m c.

Cair air air (4.2.12)

des (descd)/ P

where 0P is the period of the precool/preheat process. Eq (4.2.10)

is again a kinetic wave equation describing a step change in bed

temperature T propagating through the bed with velocity u.

If the specific heats of the individual species are

assumed to be constants, the specific heat of moist air (per unit

mass of dry air) is given by
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C. = C + wc (4213)
air dry air vapor (23

The enthalpy of a moist desiccant (per unit mass of dry desiccant)

is given by [17]

H =cdry des(T - Tw(T - Tref) + AHw

where AH is the integral heat of wetting defined asw

W h

AHw hfgI (I hsh)dW
AJof fg

where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization of water and h s is

the heat of adsorption of water by the desiccant. If it is

assumed that hS/h fgis independent of temperature, the integral

heat of wetting can be written as

0o-o0AH
AH w  [hfg+(c vapor cl i q (T - Tref)' hfg

where hfg has been approximated as a linear function of tempera-

ture (eq (2.6.4)) and where AHw/hfg is not a function of tempera-

ture. From the definition of specific heat, cdes = l/at)w' the

desiccant specific heat (per unit mass of dry desiccant) is found

to be

AH
cds=dyds+c liq W + (cvao - cliqi) w (4.2.14)Odes= Cry ds vporhfg
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Figure 4.2.4 shows a wave diagram representation of the pre-

cooling process. The bed is initially at T = tR nas it has just

completed regeneration. As air at tSINK is blown through the

cooling channels of the bed, a temperature wave passes through the

bed. Ahead of the wave, the air is in equilibrium with the bed

and leaves at t The energy removed from the bed has been
R, in*

reclaimed at its highest possible temperature. Behind the wave,

the bed has been cooled down to the temperature of the inlet air

stream, tSINK. This fulfills the first assumption made about the

idealized cooled dehumidification process in section 4.2.1.

The period Gp is chosen to be the minimum time required

to completely cool the bed. From eq (4.2.11),

L Cdes,C

P u C. P
air

which means that the capacity rate ratio is unity for the idealized

precool process,

CdesC - 1 (4.2.15)

C".
air

For the preheat process, the desiccant bed is initially

at tSINK as it has just completed the dehumidification process.

As the hot air stream from the precool process flows through the

bed, a temperature wave passes through the bed as shown in

figure 4.2.5. Ahead of the wave, the air is in equilibrium with

the initial bed temperature and leaves at tSINK . This is the same
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temperature at which the air stream entered the cycle and there-

fore it carries no net energy into or away from the system. It

does not enter into the overall energy balance.

Because the desiccant bed contains more water during the

preheat process (after adsorption) than during precooling (after

regeneration), its specific capacity and therefore capacity rate

is higher during preheating. The temperature wave will propagate

through the bed at a slower rate during preheating. At the end

of the period, the wave will only have traveled a distance

CairXH=u -ai L
x H  UP CdesH

Making used of eqs (4.2.12) and (4.2.15), this can be written as

XH Cdes C _cdesC (4.2.16)

L Cdes,C cdes,H

where

Cdes,C =Cdes(WDRY) & cdes,H = cdes(WWET)

From figure 4.2.5, the average temperature of the bed at the end

of the preheat period is

Cdes,C+-.cdes C(4.2.17)
tR,in cdes,H N Cdes

For simplicity, the bed is considered to be at a uniform state as

it enters the regeneration period, i.e., TH = T.
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4.2.4 Determination of the "Minimum Capacity Rate" Period

As with the adiabatic dehumidifier, determination of the

appropriate outlet air states from the idealized cooled dehumidi-

fier depends on knowing the "minimum capacity rate" stream or, in

other words, the period with the slower wave. This was relatively

easy to do for the adiabatic dehumidifier where the dehumidifying

period was found to have the "minimum capacity rate". It is

somewhat more difficult here, as the "minimum capacity rate"

period is not limited to just one of the periods.

A complete idealized dehumidifier cycle is pictured in

figure 4.2.6. The inlet and outlet states of the air streams are

given above and below each period. The desiccant states at the

end of one period and beginning of the next are given between the

periods. The diagonal lines represent the passage of a step change

in the appropriate bed property through the bed as a function of

time. Figure 4.2.6 depicts a symmetric design where 6D = 6R and

the mass flow rates, mD and mR, are controlled such that the W

and F2 wave speeds are equal. Maximum dehumidification and rege-

neration occur when

BD BR

For the dehumidifying/regenerating period chosen as 0 , the

dehumidifier cycle can be represented by the control volume in

figure 4.2.7. A water balance on the control volume shows

the relationship between the ratio of the flowrates and the air
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states to be

mR R () =,Din w (4.2.18)
MD MD) WR,in 'WR"ut

where the air states are either given or can be determined from

the relations presented earlier. Since the wave speeds are equal,

the dehumidifying and regenerating periods have the same "capacity

ra te".

The flowrate ratio given by eq (4.2.18) can be thought of

in two ways. It is the flow ratio between the two periods required

to obtain a "capacity rate ratio" of unity. This would require

somehow controlling the flowrate depending on the inlet states.

This would not be an easy task to accomplish.

In actuality, the flowrate ratio will probably be preset

so that BD and 6BR will not in general be equal (i.e., "capacity

rate ratio" not equal to unity). If the air stream through the

bed with the faster wave was stopped after that wave had passed

through and that bed was then kept idle until the other bed's wave

passed through, the ratio of the average flowrates over the whole

period (greater of eBD and B would be given by eq (4.2.18).

This can be stated another way, using an integrated water

balance, as

mREBR. W D'in- WD'out., R (4.2.19)

mD BD WR, in - R,out !D
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A wave diagram for eBR > eBD (regenerating period as "minimum

capacity rate" period if a is taken as 6 BR rather than GBD) is

shown in figure 4.2.8.

A energy balance on the control volume in figure 4.2.7

shows the cooling required during the idealized dehumidification

process with a flowrate ratio of (mR/mD) to be

(m
q = (hDin- h+out) D (hR in - hout) (4.2.20)

For flowrate ratios other than that given.by eq (4.2.18), one

of the.periods will be the "minimum capacity rate" period. Two

cases can occur:

m m*
i) - orB <6

m mBR BDmD D B

This situation is pictured in figure 4.2.9. The dehumidifying peri-

od is the "minimum capacity rate" period. The outlet air state from

the dehumidification process is given by

+ *
t =tD,out Dout

+ fJ-
w =w (4.2.21)WD,out = D,out

An energy balance on just the dehumidifying period shows the

reqire colin q+ to be q* (as given by eq (4.2.20)), as the

initial and final desiccant states and the inlet and outlet air
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states are the same for both cases. The outlet state of the rege-

neration stream can most easily be found from overall water and

energy balances,

+

hR,out hR,in

= + hR out R,in-

(mR/mD) Rn Rout

R D- (h -h 4J

(R i n - RWRout)

(R/ D) "

m Rm D m)D or eBD < 0BR

This situation is pictured in figure 4.2.10. The regeneration

period is the "minimum capacity rate" period. The outlet air

state from the regenerating period is given by

+ *
S, ou t , ou t

wR  = w RR,out R,out

A water balance on the control volume shows the average dehumidi-

fier outlet humidity ratio to be

+WD,out = D,in
*) (wDin

( m / D) If 
D i

where eq (4.2.19) has been used to convert from O's to m's. The

outlet temperature is tD out and the cooling required

w )
D lout

(4.2.22)
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during dehumidification is determined from an energy balance,

+=h+ - h ) + (h - h(4.2.23)
c (D,in "Dout' • Rin hRiout

mD

The air states for these two situations in the idealized

dehumidifier are shown on a psychrometric diagram in figure 4.2.11.

For case i), figure 4.2.9 shows that for time greater than 0BBR'

regeneration inlet air passes through the bed without doing any-

thing. This air has been heated at some expense and is lost.

System thermal performance is decreased by operating with a

flowrate ratio greater than (mR/m D) For case ii), figure 4.2.10

shows that moist air is passed on to the rest of the system. The

average dehumidifier outlet state is wetter than optimum as shown

in figure 4.2.11. Cooling capacity can therefore be significantly

decreased by operating the dehumidifier with a flowrate ratio less

than R/mD)*.

4.3 Non-ideal Cooled Dehumidifier Model

A semi-empirical approach is taken to obtain a model of

the non-ideal cooled dehumidifier. The non-idealities of the

cooled dehumidifier are lumped into these processes:

i) mass transfer between the air stream and desiccant.

This depends significantly on what happens in both

the regeneration and dehumidification periods.

ii) heat transfer between the process air stream and

the desiccant in the dehumidifying period.
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iii) Heat transfer between the bed and the cooling stream

in the dehumidifying period. The effects of non-ideal

precooling and preheating will also be accounted for

here.

4.3.1 Humidity Effectiveness

The non-ideal mass transfer in the dehumidifier can be

represented as the ratio of the moisture actually exchanged to the

maximum possible. The maximum moisture exchanged is determined as

the change in humidity ratio of the "minimum capacity rate" air

stream of the idealized dehumidifier. It is convenient to perform

the non-ideal calculations in terms of the dehumidifying period

air states. The humidity effectiveness of the cooled dehumidifier

is then defined as

W Din - W D2 t
= in ,out 0 < <I (4.3.1)w " ' + - w -

D,in D,out
+

where WDoi obtained from eq (4.2.21) or eq (4.2.22) depending on

which period is the "minimum capacity rate" period. Figure 4.3.1

shows this effectiveness on a psychrometric chart. The outlet

humidity ratio of the regenerating air stream is determined from

a water balance on the dehumidifier.

4.3.2 Temperature Effectiveness

The dehumidification process can range from adiabatic (no

cooling) to ideal cooling (maintain bed at tSINK). The cooling
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process can be viewed as reducing the outlet air temperature from

the adiabatic limit toward the sink temperature. The temperature

effectiveness is then defined as

t A  _tD Jout Dout= D'ot D<o < 1 (4.3.2)
t tA t- -

D9out SINK

A
where tD ,out is the outlet temperature if the dehumidifier is

opera ted adiabatically,

tA = ,
ut t(F F)Dqout = 1D 2R1

where

FID = F1(tDin,wD-in)

F2R = F2(tR, in"w ,in)

This effectiveness is also shown in figure 4.3.1.

4.3.3 Cooling Ratio

For the particular desiccant used in this work, the idealized

adiabatic regeneration process is nearly isenthalpic due to the

similarity of between FI and h lines (see figures 3.1.3 and 4.3.2).

Figure 4.3.2 and eq (4.2.23) show that

+ A +^.oh -hq c hD out hD out

In section 4.2.3, it was noted that the precooling and pre-

heating processes had no effect on the overall energy balance
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because the air stream entered and exited from the dehumidifier

at the same temperature. In a non-ideal system, this will not be

so. The air stream will exit at a higher temperature than it

entered, therefore carrying net energy away from the system. The

easiest way to handle this is to redefine q as the total cooling

supplied to the dehumidifier cycle, i.e., the sum of the cooling

provided during dehumidification and the cooling done by the pre-

cooling/preheating air stream.

A cooling ratio can then be defined as

r =(4-3.3)
c h A h

Dout Dout

as shown in figure 4.3.2. This ratio contains the effects of non-

idealities in the cooling process, the precooling and preheating

processes, and the regeneration processes (deviations of the non-

ideal outlet state from constant F or h). The cooling ratio

defined in this manner works well for dehumidifiers not too close

to ideal. As the dehumidifier approaches the ideal, the cooling

ratio approaches unity, but in the limit, eq (4.3.3) is not
4

exact.

in retrospect, eq (4.3.3) is useful in obtaining a
correlation for r from data. But a more satisfying definitionfor use in a mode would have been

r ' - -

c +

The distinction is not that important here but would be when con-
sidering a desiccant whose F1 was less similar to h than here.
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4.3.4 Estimates of the Three Non-Ideal Cooled
Dehumidifier Parameters

Worek [20] performed experiments on a prototype of a

cross-cooled desiccant dehumidifier. The dehumidifier bed con-

sisted of a silica gel-teflon matrix mounted on aluminum sheets

put together to form parallel cross-flow channels. The bed was

about 0.6 m on each side. The effects of variables such as flow

rate, period length, and inlet states on the outlet states of the

dehumidifier were investigated. The tests were run by switching

a single bed through the cycle described in section 4.1 until

periodic steady-state operation was obtained. The iWlet and out-

let states are reported as functions of time. Estimates are made

of the performance of a complete desiccant system by assuming the

performance of the other components. A total of 14 test runs are

reported. This is a rather limited amount of data and, while it

may suggest trends, it is not enough to obtain reasonable esti-

mates of long-term performance.

To obtain estimates of the parameters defined above, the

time-averaged inlet and outlet states for each of the runs were

determined. Using property data found in ref [21] for the

desiccant and a rough estimate of the F. potentials [22], esti-

mates of the ideal cooled and adiabatic outlet states were ob-

tained and estimates of the parameters were made. The results

are shown in table 4.3.1.

While the estimates obtained from the data are fairly

rough, they are indicative of the current state-of-the-art



Table 4.3.1

Estimates of Non-ideal Cooled De

current
t

(prototype) b

. 0.5(- .05)
w

St 0.7(± .02)

1.2( + .07)

;humidifier Parameters

future

etter best

.80 .90

.85 .95

1.10 1 .05
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technology in cooled dehumidifiers. For desiccant systems in

general to have any advantage over standard air-conditioning sys-

tems, high performance components will be required. For this

reason, systems with dehumidifier parameters given by the last

two columns of table 4.3.1 will be investigated here. They repre-

sent a rather significant improvement in moisture transfer and a

moderate improvement in heat transfer.
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CHAPTER 5

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF COOLED DEHUMIDIFIER

DESICCANT AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

This chapter presents a description of the steady state

operating characteristics of the cooled dehumidifier desiccant

air-conditioning systems constructed in chapter 2, with emphasis on

the cooled Dunkle cycle. The effects of ambient condition, flow

ratio, regeneration temperature, room state, and the level of

individual component performance on the thermal performance of

the overall system are investigated.

5.1 Measures of System Thermal Performance

The thermal performance of desiccant air-conditioning sys-

tems is measured by the amount of cooling that can be produced and

the amount of thermal energy consumed in the process. In this

chapter, energy quantities will be based on a unit mass flowrate

of process stream air, i.e., "specific" quantities.

Figure 5.1.1 is a psychrometric diagram of the operating

states of the cooled Dunkle cycle (duplicate of figure 2.4.1).

The total specific cooling capacity is given by the enthalpy

difference between the room state and the inlet state,

qcap,T h6 h4
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The thermal energy required to raise the process stream to the

regeneration temperature is

q'h - h or mRh h(511
11 (hll - h9) (5.1.1)

th h11 9 hhor q h1mD 9

where the possibility of unbalanced flow has been allowed for.

The thermal coefficient of performance is defined as

COP =. a,
q th

The total cooling capacity has two components. The sensi-

ble capacity represents the system's potential for maintaining the

room within a comfortable temperature region and is given by
q cap,S = Cair ( t 6 - t 4 )

The latent capacity represents the system's potential for removing

moisture from the room and maintaining a comfortable humidity

level. It is given by

q cap,L= hv(W6 - w4 )

where hv is the enthalpy of the vapor referenced to water at OC.

The ratio between the sensible capacity and latent capacity

can be controlled by varying the room inlet evaporative cooler

(EC1) outlet state. This can be done by controlling c or
EC1

bypassing part of the air stream around EC1 . The evaporative

cooler outlet state has very little effect on the total cooling

capacity because the evaporative cooling process is nearly
isenthalpic, therefore the sum of the sensible and latent capac-

ities must remain constant as the outlet state of EC1 is varied.
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Control over the ratio of sensible to latent capacity is important

in maintaining a comfortable room state. Maximum sensible capac-

ity occurs when EC1 is operated at its maximum effectiveness.

Maximum latent capacity occurs when ECI is completely by-passed

(sEC =

Other quantities of interest are the energy transfers in

the heat exchangers,

q h -h
HX 2 3

q HX mR (h 9 - h1)
2 mD

Actual energy transfer rates are proportional to the mass flowrate

of the process stream,

Q= m q (5. .2)

Control of the process stream flowrate will then allow the

"specific" capacities of the system to be matched to the cooling

load. The quantities above are defined similarly for the other

systems.

5.2 Characteristics of the Cooled Dunkle Cycle

5.2.1 Effect of Ambient Condition

The effect of ambient condition on the performance of

desiccant systems can be conveniently represented on a
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psychrometric chart. Figure 5.2.1a shows the effects of ambient

condition on the total specific cooling capacity of the cooled

Dunkle cycle. The cooling capacity is affected significantly by

the level of the ambient humidity ratio and moderately by the

temperature. Cool ing capacity depends mainly on how much dehu-

midification is done. Figure 5.2.2a shows that as ambient

temperature (1) increases, the sink temperature (14) for the de-

humidifier increases, and the dehumidifier outlet state (2) be-

comes slightly warmer and wetter. Increasing ambient humidity

ratio also results in a higher sink temperature, but the increase

in regeneration humidity has a larger effect as shown in figure

5.2.2b. The regenerated desiccant moisture content, WDRY' is

higher so less dehumidification can be done.

The thermal COP of the cooled Dunkle cycle as a function

of ambient condition is shown in figure 5.2.1b. The characteris-

tics depend strongly on the ambient state. In the upper left

region of the chart (warm and humid conditions), COP is almost

unaffected by the ambient condition. Figures 5.2.1c and 5.2.2

show that the required thermal energy input varies with ambient

condition in the same manner and degree as cooling capacity. In

this region, HX2 reduces the thermal energy requirement signi-

ficantly by reclaiming energy from the regeneration outlet

state (Ie2).

In the lower right region of the chart (hot and dry), COP

varies strongly with changes in ambient condition. In this region,
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the ambient temperature (1) is higher than the regeneration outlet

temperature and so HX2 can not reclaim any useful energy (it is

bypassed). The thermal energy input is then given by

mR
q th =-.c air (1-ti)

mD

The change in thermal energy input with ambient temperature is

Aqth R kJ

At - c air 1.0 kg - CI D

for balanced flow. From figure 5.2.1a, the change in cooling

capacity with ambient temperature is found to be

cap T .26 kJ
At 126k g -C

COP increases rapidly as ambient temperature increases because the

required thermal energy decreases much more rapidly than cooling

capacity. The thermal energy input in this region is only very

slightly dependent on ambient humidity, so the variation of COP is

due mainly to the humidity effect on cooling capacity.

The effect of ambient condition on the maximum sensible

and maximum latent capacities are shown in figure 5.2.1d-e. The

variation is the same as total cooling capacity for the same

reasons.
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5.2.2 Effect of Regeneration/Process Stream Flow Ratio

In the development of the idealized dehumidifier in chapter

4, the flow ratio (mR/rD) was defined by eq (4.2.18) to provide

equal periods for complete dehumidification and regeneration,

( R) - w ~ l w 2 (5.2.1)

Dl W1 2 -W11

where the subscripts have been changed to those appropriate for

the cooled Dunkle cycle. The variation of (R R/MD) with ambient

conditions is shown in figure 5.2.3a. Figure 5.2.3b shows that

as the sink temperature (14) increases with ambient temperature,

the idealized dehumidifier outlet state (2'.) becomes slightly

wetter as it moves up along WDRY. The regeneration outlet state

(121"') becomes drier because the desiccant moisture content at the

end of the dehumidification period is drier (eq (4.2.5)),

WWET = W(t14 ,w8)). State 12* is affected more, so (mR/mD) in-

creases with ambient temperature. Increasing ambient humidity

ratio produces an additional effect on 12 and WDRY by raising the

regeneration humidity, along with raising the sink temperature.

The consequences of operating the dehumidifier at flow

ratios other than (mR/mD)* were presented in section 4.2.4.

Operation with a flow ratio less than (mR/mD) results in an
idealized dehumidifier outlet state given by eq (4.2.22),

+(mR/mD),
w2  = w8 - (m/ D * (w8 -w2 )

(mR/mD
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This is the case over most of the range of ambient conditions in

figure 5.2.1 (mR/mD = 1). The cooling capacities are affected by

ambient conditions directly through 2 and also indirectly through

the variation of (mR/mD)*. This causes cooling capacity to

decrease more rapidly with ambient condition for a fixed flow

ratio than if the flow ratio at each point were adjusted for opti-

mum performance. This can be seen by comparing figures 5.2.4a and

5.2.1a.

Operation at flow ratios less than (RR/mD) has little

effect on COP as can be seen by comparing figures 5.2.4b and

5.2.1b. The gain in capacity by operating at (mR/mD) over a flow

ratio less than that is offset by the increased thermal energy

requirement due to the higher regeneration flowrate (eq (5.1.1)).
For situations where is less than cooling

(R/mD) esthnrR D'
+

capacity is not affected by the flow ratio because w2  is equal to

w2  (eq (4.2.21)). Less thermal energy is required, though, be-

cause of the lower flow rate in the regenerating stream and so

COP is improved. This can be seen by comparing the lower regions

of figures 5.2.1b and 5.2.4b.

5.2.3 Effect of Regeneration Temperature

Increasing the regeneration temperature results in increased

cooling capacity for the cooled Dunkle cycle as can be seen by com-

paring figures 5.2.5a and 5.2.1a. As the regeneration temperature

is increased, the desiccant is regenerated to a lower moisture con-

tent and therefore a drier outlet state can be obtained from the
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dehumidifier. Because of the shape and spacing of the lines of

constant W (figure 2.6.1), larger increments in regeneration tem-

perature are required to provide equal increments in cooling

capacity. On the other hand, cooling capacity does not drop

rapidly as regeneration temperature is lowered. Finite cooling

capacities can be obtained even when regenerating the desiccant

with unheated ambient air (infinite thermal COP).

Higher regeneration temperatures require the addition of

more thermal energy. Again, because of the shape of the W lines,

the increment in thermal energy is larger than the increase in

capacity so COP falls with increasing regeneration temperature.

This is seen by comparing figures 5.2.5b and 5.2.1b. The range

of ambient conditions under which HX2 is useful is extended because

the regeneration outlet state increases. The energy reclaimed by

HX2 helps offset the increased thermal energy requirement in this

region, so COP is decreased only slightly.

The effect on (mR/mD) of increasing regeneration tempera-

ture can be seen by comparing figures 5.2.6 and 5.2.3, The opti-

mum flow ratio is reduced as regeneration temperature increases.

Operation with balanced flow is near optimum for the situation in

figure 5.2.5. The effects of operation away from (mR/mD) are

therefore diminished.

5.2.4 Effect of Room State

The effect of the room humidity level on the performance

of the cooled Dunkle cycle is shown in figure 5.2.7a. Even though
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the drier room state (6) produces a lower dehumidifier outlet

humidity (2), the decrease is less than the drop in room humidity

and therefore total and maximum latent cooling capacity decrease.

The loss in cooling capacity is offset by requiring less thermal

energy to reach the regeneration temperature, but COP is decreased

slightly. In contrast, the maximum sensible capacity increases

as room humidity drops. A lower sink temperature (7) for the

heat exchanger and the lower dehumidifier outlet humidity (2)

combine to produce a cooler room inlet state (4). This trade-off

on sensible capacity and COP will be important in hot and dry

climates.

A cooler room state produces the same effects on the cycle

state points as does a drier room state as shown in figure 5.2.7b.

Again, total cooling capacity and COP are decreased, but sensible

capacity decreases and latent capacity increases instead.

The points selected for figure 5.2.7 are representative

of those in figure 5.2.1. Table 5.2.1 quantifies the effects of

room state on results shown in those figures. The results are influ-

enced by changes in (mR/mD) caused by the change in room state.

The differences given in table 5.2.1 are fairly constant in the

regions where
.R . . .> *' . 0 *'

>(mR/mD)RM and (mR/mD)RM2

mR/mD < (mR/mD)RM1 and (mR/mD)RM2
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Table 5.2.1

Change in Performance of the Cooled Dunkle

Cycle Shown in Figure 5.2.1 as a Function of Room State

room state A B C

t(°C) 25 25 22

w(kg/kg) .010 .008 .010

AX = XB or C - XA

effect of room humidity (B - A)

(m D < 1.00
A

A (mR/mD)

Aq cap,T (kJ/kg)
Aq (kJ/kg)

cap ,TSa
Aqcap, S ,max (kJ/kg)

Aq camx(kJ/kg)

ACOP (HX2 )

ACOP(no HX2 )

- .06

-2.5

+1.0

-4.5

-1.2

effect of room temperature (C - A)

< 1.00

R (m R/D)

Aq ca p  (kJ/kg)

Aqcap,S,max (kJ/kg)

Aq cap, L ,max (kJ/kg)

ACOP (HX2 )

ACOP(no HX2)

- .04

-1.6

-2.4

+ .4

- .07

/ m D ) " > 1.06

- .06

-1.5

+1.5

-3.0

- .02

- .08

RD > .04

- .04

-. 8

-2.1

+1.2

- .01

- .04
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In the region where

(mR/mD)RM2 mR/mD (mR/mD) RM1

the results vary between the two values given.

5.2.5 Effect of Individual Component Performance on
Overall System Performance

A two level, five parameter factorial analysis was per-

formed to examine the effect of the performance of the individual

components on the overall system performance. Table 5.2.2 gives

the values of the component effectivenesses used. The total

cooling capacity and COP at four ambient conditions were determined

for each combination of components. The results are given in

table 5.2.3.

The inlet evaporative cooler (EC1 ) does not have any

effect on the total cooling capacity or COP of the cooled Dunkle

cycle because the adiabatic saturation process is nearly isen-

thalpic. Therefore, this component was not included in the analy-

sis. The load outlet evaporative cooler (EC2 ) was found to have

a negligible effect on overall system performance for the range of

effectivenesses used in the analysis. In this range, gains due to

lowering the sink temperature for HXI by improving EC2 are offset

by the increase in humidity of the process air stream sent to the

dehumidifier. For values of er less than 0.80, little effect

is seen on COP, but cooling capacity decreases significantly.

Table 5.2.3 shows the overall system performance to be

most sensitive to the level of performance of the dehumidifier.
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Table 5.2.2

Component Effectivenesses Used in Factorial Analysis

Heat Exchangers

Evaporative Coolers

Dehumidifier, F

Ft

r
c

Low

.80

.80

.70

.80

1.13

High

.95

.96

.80

.85

1 .10
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Table 5.2.3

Sensitivity of Cooled Dunkle Cycle Performance

to Individual Component Performance

(The room state was set at 25C and .010 kg/kg and TREG = 60C.)

Ambient Temperature (0C) 28 28 33 38

Humidity (kg/kg) .008 .013 .013 .008

Average Percent Increase in COOLING CAPACITY
by Improving Component

HX1  4 12 10 8

EC3  2 4 9 14

DH 17 18 18 18

Average Percent Increase

HXI

HX2

EC3

in COP

3

by Improving Component

11 8 9

3 12 4

14

8 18DH 7 9
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Cooling capacity is affected largely by the humidity of the dehu-

midifier outlet state and is therefore linked directly to dehu-

midifier performance. Clearly, development of a high effectiveness

cooled dehumidifier is essential for good system performance.

The influence of the other components varies.with ambient

condition. As ambient temperature increases, EC3 can produce a

larger cooling effect. As the difference in inlet dry-bulb and

wet-bulb temperature increases, the outlet temperature becomes

more sensitive to EC3 performance. As ambient condition increases

and the dehumidifier sink temperature rises, so does the dehumi-

difier outlet temperature. This results in a larger temperature

difference across HXI, the potential for greater heat exchange,

and a greater sensitivity to HXI performance. The same situation

exists in the adiabatic vent and Dunkle cycles. In these systems,

large temperature differences exist across the heat exchanger and

therefore overall system performance is very sensitive to HX1

performance, possibly even more so than to dehumidifier

performance.

Heat exchanger HX2 does not affect cooling capacity, only

the amount of thermal energy input required. The potential for

reclaiming energy from the regeneration outlet state is greater

at warm, humid conditions and so HX2 is more important in this

region. For hot, dry ambient conditions where the ambient

temperature is greater than the regeneration outlet temperature,

HX2 is not useful. The energy reclaimed by HX2 provides about
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35% of the total thermal energy required at (280C, 0.18) for a

system of high level components, but only 13% at (330 C, 0.13) and

9% at (280C, .008) which are near the region where HX2 is not

useful (see figure 5.2.1).

5.2.6 Summary of the Characteristics of the Cooled

Dunkle Cycle

The effects of the operating conditons on the performance

of the cooled Dunkle cycle are as follows:

i) Total, maximum sensible, and maximum latent capacities

all decrease with increasing ambient conditions. This

is the opposite of how the cooling loads vary with am-

bient condition. COP tends to decrease with increasing

ambient condition except in the region where the ambi-

ent temperature is greater than the regeneration

outlet temperature (HX2 not useful). Here, COP in-

creases with ambient temperature.

ii) Cooling capacities can be increased in several ways.

The process stream mass flowrate can be increased

(eq. 5.1.2). While the thermal performance of the

system scales with mD) the energy required to push

the air through the system (parasitic power) in-

creases. Cooling capacity can be increased without

affecting the parasitic power consumption by raising

the regeneration temperature, but the thermal COP

decreases. For conditions where the operating flow
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ratio is less than the optimum (mR/mD), capacity

can be increased by raising the flow ratio toward

R /m D) ,but this again entails an increase in

parasitic power consumption with little effect on

thermal COP. The trade-offs between increasing

either the thermal energy input or parasitic power

consumption in order to obtain the required cooling

capacity will be investigated further in chapter 6.

iii) The thermal COP of the cooled Dunkle cycle improves

as the room state is allowed to become warmer and

more humid. Total cooling capacity also increases,

but sensible capacity decreases as room humidity in-

creases and latent capacity decreases as room tempera-

ture increases. The trade-off between sensible ca-

pacity and COP as affected by room humidity will be

investigated further in chapter 6.

iv) Overall system performance is significantly affected

by individual component performance. The performance

of the cooled Dunkle cycle is very sensitive to dehu-

midifier performance. This is in contrast to the

adiabatic cycles where heat exchanger performance can

be of equal or greater importance.

v) Other effects, such as load-system interaction and the

control strategy and a time-varying regeneration

temperature (solar system) need also to be accounted
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for in determining overall system performance.

5.3 Characteristics of the Cooled Recirculation Cycle

The cooled recirculation cycle is similar in layout to the

cooled Dunkle cycle. The only major difference is the placement

of evaporative cooler EC1 and heat exchanger HX1 (compare figures

2.4.1 and A.2). In the cooled recirc system, they have been

removed from the process stream ahead of the dehumidifier inlet

and a stream of ambient air is passed through them instead. The

result is that the cooled recirc system sends drier air to the

dehumidifier which should produce a higher latent capacity. A

potential loss in sensible capacity due to using the ambient

wet-bulb temperature as the sink for HX1 rather than the room

wet-bulb is a consequence of this however.

The performance of the cooled recirc cycle as a function

of ambient condition is shown in figure B.1. The characteristics

of the cooled Dunkle and cooled recirc cycles are very similar.

The cooled recirc performance varies somewhat more strongly with

ambient condition. This is because of the additional effect of

ambient condition on the sink for HXI, along with the effects of

changing the sink for the dehumidifier cooling stream and the

regeneration humidity as in the cooled Dunkle cycle.

Comparing the total and sensible cooling capacities of

the two systems shows the cooled Dunkle cycle to have the advan-

tage over a fairly large range including harsher ambient
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conditions where the cooling loads are expected to be high. The

cooled recirc cycle has a higher latent cooling capacity because

of the drier dehumidifier inlet state, but in chapter 6 a modi-

fication to the operation of the cooled Dunkle cycle will be dis-

cussed which will increase the latent capacity by sacrificing some

of its excess sensible capacity under warm, humid conditions.

The higher capacity of the Dunkle cycle would allow the system to

meet a larger load than the cooled recirc cycle, or to use a lower

regeneration temperature (higher COP) or lower flow rate (lower

parasitic power consumption) to meet the same load.

The cooled recirc cycle has a slight advantage in COP over

a fairly wide range of conditions, but the largest differences

are in regions of mild ambient conditions with small cooling loads.

The higher COP of the cooled recirc cycle does not appear to be

great enough to significantly offset the potential benefits of

the larger cooling capacity available from the cooled Dunkle

cycle.

In order to investigate system performance thoroughly, only

one of the systems will be investigated. The cooled Dunkle cycle

was chosen for the following reasons:

i) similarity in the performance of the cooled Dunkle

and cooled recirc cycles with neither showing a

clear-cut advantage over the other.

ii) cooled Dunkle cycle cooling capacity advantage at

higher ambient conditions where cooling loads will
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be higher.

iii) cooled Dunkle cycle performance shows less variation

with ambient conditions.

iv) The cooled recirculation cycle has already been in-

vestigated to some extent through work at the Illinois

Institute of Technology, while the cooled Dunkle cycle

has not been looked at.

The general results of the performance of the cooled Dunkle cycle

to be presented in chapter 6 should be applicable to the cooled

recirc cycle because of the similarities between the two systems

shown here. A complete comparison of the total performance of the

two systems would require a detailed investigation of the cooled

recirc system though.

5.4 Characteristics of the Cooled Ventilation Cycle

The effect of ambient condition on the cooling capacity and

COP of the cooled ventilation cycle are shown in figure B.2. The

characteristics are somewhat different than for the other two

cycles. The cooled vent cycle performance varies more strongly

with ambient humidity while being less dependent on ambient tem-

perature. As with the other two cycles, performance is affected

by the variation of the sink temperature for the dehumidification

process with ambient condition. The strong variation of perfor-

mance with humidity is due to having ambient air as the input

directly to the dehumidifier and the resultant strong variation
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of (mR/mD) . If the system were operated at (mR/MD) , it is

suspected that capacity could be improved significantly at higher

humidities, but at the expense of higher parasitic power consump-

tion. Ambient temperature is seen to have relatively little

effect on performance because the dehumidifier cooling process

is fairly efficient (t = .85) and the dehumidifier outlet state

is always near the sink temperature.

Because of the strong variation in performance with ambient

condition and the problem of deciding which air stream to use for

the regeneration process, the cooled ventilation cycle was not

investigated in any more detail. This system does not appear to

have any advantage over the other two.

5.5 Comparison of the Characteristics of the Cooled Dunkle
with the Adiabatic Dunkle and Ventilation Cycles

Figure B.3 shows the cooling capacity and COP of the Dunkle

cycle as a function of ambient condition. The behavior is some-

what similar to the cooled Dunkle cycle, but cooling capacity is

significantly lower when operated at the same regeneration tem-

perature. This agrees with the arguments made in sections 2.3

and 2.4.

Figure 5.5.1 presents a comparison of the performance

of the cooled and adiabatic Dunkle cycles. The regeneration

temperature of each system was chosen to provide a specific

cooling capacity of 15.5 kJ/kg5 at an ambient condition of 35 0 C

5 15.5 kJ/kg = 6.67 Btu/Ibm = (400 cfm/ton) -
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r6
and 40% rh. The temperatures required were 550C for the cooled

cycle and 70°C for the adiabatic cycle, a difference of 150C. The

room state was set at 250C and .010 kg/kg. The cooled Dunkle

cycle has a larger specific cooling capacity in the region of hot,

dry ambient conditions, implying the potential for meeting larger

loads or operating at a lower flow rate and less parasitic power

consumption. On the other hand, the adiabatic cycle has an advan-

tage in thermal COP.

While figure 5.5.1 is helpful in showing the general trends

of the two systems compared, it does not provide the complete

picture. The position of the lines dividing the two systems

depends on the design conditions chosen. Other effects, such as

interactions with a load and/or a solar system are not accounted

for either. A more complete comparison, in the form of estimates

of long term performance of these systems, is made in chapter 6.

The characteristics of the adiabatic ventilation cycle

are shown in figure B.4. Cooling capacity varies with ambient

condition in a manner similar to the cooled Dunkle cycle, but,

as with the adiabatic Dunkle cycle, capacity is lower when

operated at the same regeneration temperature as for the cooled

Dunkle cycle.

Figure 5.5.2 shows a comparison between the performance

of the cooled Dunkle and adiabatic ventilation cycles. The

6ARI outdoor design point
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results are rather different from the cooled and adiabatic Dunkle

comparison. Again, the results are dependent on the design point

chosen. A complete comparison accounting for load and solar sys-

tem interactions is made in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

ESTIMATES OF LONG TERM PERFORMANCE

OF THE COOLED DUNKLE CYCLE

AND COMPARISON WITH ADIABATIC SYSTEMS

A full assessment of the cooled Dunkle cycle requires

estimates of long term system performance. These estimates are

presented in this chapter. Complete system performance depends

on the interaction of the cooling system with the load. A

steady state cooling load model is used and a control strategy

for the cooled Dunkle cycle operation that attempts to minimize

thermal energy consumption is presented. The electrical energy

consumed (parasitic power) to move the air stream through the

system is estimated. Natural gas and/or solar energy are con-

sidered as sources of thermal energy for the regeneration process.

With solar energy as a source, the interaction of the desiccant

air-conditioning system and the solar energy collection system

must be taken into account. The results for the cooled Dunkle

cycle are compared with estimates of performance of the adiabatic ven-

tilation and Dunkle cycles obtained from models by Jurinak [6,22].

6.1 Additional Component Models

The cooling load model used in this work is the same as

6.1.1 Cooling Load Model
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that used by Jurinak [6] in his investigation of the adiabatic

desiccant air-conditioning systems. The load is assumed to have

zero thermal and moisture capacitance and is therefore only a

function of ambient condition and room state. The room state is

maintained at a fixed set point.

With zero thermal capacitance, the sensible portion of the

cooling load is given by

(load,S = UA(tamb- trm) + minfcair(tamb -trm)

gen

where the first term represents the heat gains through the building

shell, the second is due to infiltration, and the third is the gain

from energy sources within the room. The latent load is calculated

f rom

&load,L = inf(wamb - w)rm + A gen)hv (6.1.2)

where the first term is the moisture gain due to infiltration and

the second is the water vapor generated within the space. The

energy contained in the vapor is the enthalpy of the vapor, hvI

referenced to water at 00C. The total cooling load is the sum of the

sensible and latent parts,

(6.1.3)Qload,T = (load,S + Q load,L
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The control strategy employed does not allow for heating

or humidification. If either the sensible or latent load is

negative when calculated at the set room condition, the appro-

priate room condition is found to make that part of the load zero,

and the room state is reset.

The values of the load parameters used in this work and

the design point loads that result are shown in table 6.1.1.

The ratio of latent load to sensible load can be represented

on a psychrometric chart by a line through the room state with a

slope given by

Aw c air loadL
At h •

v Qload,S

This is called the load line. In order to meet the load exactly

and maintain the set room state, the conditioned inlet state must

lie somewhere along the load line. The mass flowrate of condi-

tioned air required to meet the cooling load is given by

Q load,T (6.1.4)
mL = h -h.("1"

rm in

Several potential combinations of load lines and inlet

states are shown in figure 6.1.1b for the cooled Dunkle cycle

(see figure 2.4.2 for complete system). It was noted in section

5.1 that the ratio of latent to sensible capacity can be con-

trolled by varying the effectiveness of the inlet evaporative

cooler (ECI). This is how the inlet state for case A is obtained.
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Table 6.1.1

Load Parameter Values and Design Loads

Load Parameters

UA = 1000 watts/*C

minf = .0766 kg/sec

Qgen =750 watts

M = 0.0014 kg/sec
gen

= 275 kg/hr

= 0.5 kg/hr

Design Loads at 5% Design Point (room state: 25'C, .010 kg/kg)

Location Miami, FL Phoeniz, AZ Columbia, MO

tamb ( C)

Wamb (kg/kg)

l oad ,T(watts)

lload, S(watts)

QIoad,L (watts)

Q1oadL/ load.S

Qload,T (tons)

31.

.0176

9130

7290

1840

40 5

.0084

17,460

17,460

1%0

.25

33

.0134

10,400

9,380

1 ,020

.11

2.6 5.0 3.0
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In this case, mD is equal to mL.

In case B, the outlet state of ECI (4B) has excess latent

capacity. By mixing air from state 4B and state 7, an inlet state

(5B) with the proper proportion of latent to sensible capacity can

be obtained. The flowrates shown in figure 6.1.1 are given by

B _h5B- h4B and -=1
S h-h •
mL 7 4B mL  mL

where mL is found from eq (6.1.4). This by-pass mixing has

several advantages. It allows the room inlet state to be con-

trolled in order to maintain a set room state. It does not affect

the thermal COP of the system (a result of the evaporative cooling

process being nearly isenthalpic). It can result in a lower flow-

rate (rmD) through the rest of the system and therefore less para-

sitic power consumption. A serious disadvantage to by-pass

mixing is that significant sensible cooling capacity can be

destroyed.

In case C, the system has excess sensible capacity which

is generated by EC2 and HXI. The excess sensible capacity can be

eliminated by by-passing EC2 and HXI, sending room air directly to

the dehumidifier as shown in figure 6.1.1c-d. The effectiveness of

EC1 is controlled to obtain state 5 as in case A above. An added

benefit is the potential for increased latent capacity by sending

drier air to the dehumidifier.

Similar cases occur for the other desiccant dehumidifier

air-conditioning systems, both cooled and adiabatic. Controlling
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the conditioned inlet state is essential to maintaining a

comfortable room state.

6.1.2 Solar Energy Collection and Storage System Model

Silica-gel dehumidifier air-conditioning systems can use

thermal energy at temperatures ranging from 50-90'C. Temperatures

in this range can be obtained from flat plate type solar collectors.

The collector/storage model used in this work is the same as that

used by Jurinak [6]. The describing parameters are given in

table 6.1.2. They are representative of an air based collector

with two covers and a selective surface with pebble bed storage.

The collector array is rather large (50 m2 ) and may not be the

economically optimum size, but it is used in an attempt to provide

as much of the thermal energy required by the desiccant system

as possible.

The collector/storage system is coupled directly to the

desiccant system in series with the auxiliary energy source,

a natural gas furnace. The system operates whenever there is

useful solar radiation available. The air delivered from the

solar system to the desiccant system is used as the regenerating

air stream if the temperature is high enough so that the cooling

load can be met. If not, auxiliary energy is added.

6.1.3 Component Pressure Drops and Parasitic
Power Consumpt ion

Estimates of the pressure drops through the components
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Table 6.1.2

Solar Energy Collection And Storage System

Collector

area (m 2)50

FR (U) 0.49

FRUL(watts/m 2 -2°C) 2.85

flowrate m L,max

slope latitude

Storage

volume (m3) 12.5

apparent pebble density (kJ/m 3 ) 1600

thermal capacitance (kJ/kg - 'C) 0.84

losses 0

nodes 5
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were taken from Jurinak [7] and are shown in table 6.1.3. The

design flowrates are not the same as in ref [71, but the values

used result in good agreement between estimates of ventilation

cycle performance arrived at here and in ref [71.

In order to reduce parasitic power consumption, it is

assumed that the components are designed for laminar flow. The

pressure drop through a component i at a flowrate other than

the design value is given by

m

AP. =- AP.
,P • Pi,design

ides ign

The fan power required to blow the air through the component is

then

AP. AP.• • i Pi, des i gn_
Qfan i = ,desi.M.n (6.1.5)

fan i PPfa n lfanmidesign

6.1.4 Control Strategy for Desiccant System Operation

The control strategy for desiccant system operation used

in this work attempts to minimize the amount of purchased thermal

energy that is consumed. As noted in section 2.1, under certain

ambient conditions simple regenerative evaporative cooling can be

used to meet the cooling load. This mode of operation does not

require any thermal energy input and so is preferable to desic-

cant system operation if sufficient cooling capacity is available.

In section 5.2.3, it was noted that finite cooling capacities can
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Table 6.1.3

Component Pressure Drops and Parasitic Power Consumption

Design
Pressure Design

Drop Flowrate
Component (Pa) (kg/sec)

Heat Exchangers (both sides) 125 0.50

Evaporative Coolers 100 0.50

Dehumidif iers

process side7  125 0.50

regeneration side7  125 0.50

cooling stream8I00 0.50
8

purge stream 62.5 0.50

Duct Losses 100 0.50

Collector 200 1.00

Pebble Bed 62.5 1.00

Fan Efficiency 50%

Other Losses 100 watts

7split to allow for unbalanced flow calculations

cooled dehumidifier only
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be produced by the cooled Dunkle cycle while regenerating with

unheated ambient air, again preferable if sufficient capacity is

available.

Table 6.1.4 gives the hierachy of desiccant system

operating modes used to meet the cooling load. The lowest mode

of operation in which the cooling load can be met completely is

used. If the cooling load can not be met completely by the

desiccant system, the remainder is assumed to be met by some

auxiliary cooling source. Modes 5 and 6 are necessary because

the load model requires that the room state be maintained at the

set point. "In an actual system, this back up would not be present

and the room state would tend to float. The effect of modes 5 and

6 will be reduced here by considering only systems and system

operation in which more than 95% of the cooling load is met by

the desiccant system.

Figure 6.1.2 shows the operating mode of the cooled Dunkle

cycle as a function of ambient condition for a particular set of

operating parameters. The ranges of modes 1,2, and 4 are limited

by the cooling capacity that can be produced. As discussed in

chapter 5, cooling capacity can be increased by increasing the

flowrate of air through the system. This would extend the

ranges of modes 1,2, and 4. The range of mode 4 can also be

extended by raising the regeneration temperature as noted in

section 5.2.3.

This control strategy, while attempting to minimize the

consumption of purchased thermal energy, may not minimize total
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Table 6.1.4

Modes of Operation of Desiccant Air-Conditioning Systems

Mode of
Operation Description

0 no cooling load, system off

1 regenerative evaporative cooling

2 desiccant cooling, regenerate with ambient air

3 desiccant cooling, regenerate with solar (if

available)

4 mode 3 plus auxiliary thermal energy

5 mode 4 plus auxiliary cooling (desiccant

system can not meet all of the load)

6 desiccant system can meet none of cooling

load, all met by auxiliary cooling
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energy consumption or operating costs because the trade-off's

between thermal performance and parasitic power consumption have

not been accounted for. More sophisticated control strategies

can be developed, but these would be difficult to implement in an

actual system.

6.2 Methods of Obtaining Estimates of System Performance

Two methods will be used in this work to obtain estimates

of the long term performance of the cooled Dunkle cycle from

computer models. For gas-fired operation, the bin data method

will be used. For solar-fired operation, performance will be

estimated from hour-by-hour simulations of system operation.

6.2.1 Bin Data Method

For gas-fired operation, all of the component models in-

volved are based on steady state operation. Desiccant system

performance is then a function of only ambient condition for a

set of fixed operating parameters.

In the bin method, the range of ambient conditions en-

countered at a particular location is divided into a set of bins

of a certain temperature and humidity size and the number of

hours of occurence of conditions within each bin is found. Long

term system performance estimates are then obtained by calculating

the performance at each of the bin centers and weighting the

results by the number of hours in each bin.
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The measures of interest in this chapter are the total

integrated cooling load, total cooling supplied by the desiccant

system, total thermal energy required, and the total parasitic

energy consumption. These are found from the appropriate form of

eq (6.2.1),

= i n. (6.2.1)

where Q is the total energy quantity over the whole period of

time, Qi is the energy rate calculated at the ambient condition of

bin i, n. is the number of hours in bin i, and the summation is

over all bins for the location.

Other measures of interest for gas-fired operation are

the average thermal coefficient of performance,

COP = total cooling supplied (6.2.2)
th total thermal energy input

and the average electric coefficient of performance,

COP = total cooling supplied (6.2.3)
e total parasitic energy consumption

These measures are also applicable to the performance at each

bin condition.

Bin data for the months of June, July, and August in

Miami, FL; Phoenix, AZ; and Columbia, MO were generated for use

in this work. The bin size used has a temperature width of I°C

and a humidity width of .001 kg/kg. The bins were obtained from

the hour-by-hour data of the typical meterological year (TMY) [251
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for each location.

6.2.2 Simulation Method

The performance of the solar collector/storage system

model used in this work depends on the sequence of operating con-

ditions, therefore the performance of solar-fired desiccant sys-

tems must be calculated sequentially step by step.

The simulation program TRNSYS [26] is used to do the step

by step calculations. A version of the standard TRNSYS Type 22

solar collector/storage system is used. The subroutine for the

load and cooled Dunkle cycle calculations is given in appendix D

along with a listing of a typical TRNSYS deck.

TMY hour-by-hour weather and solar radiation data for each

location were used to drive the simulations. A timestep of 0.5

hours was used. Since these simulations can become rather expen-

sive when done over long periods of time, they were limited to the

month of July.

The measures of average system performance for solar-fired

operation are defined similarly to those for gas-fired operation

in section 6.2.1 with a few additional ones. The thermal COP

(COPth) is defined as in eq (6.2.2) where total thermal energy

input includes that supplied by the solar system. A coefficient

of performance based on only the auxiliary (purchased) thermal

energy input is define as

COP
CP= total cooling supplied _ th(.25
a purchased thermal energy input 1 -f~O 625
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where the fraction of the thermal energy input that is supplied by

the solar system is given as

f = thermal energy from solar (6.2.6)
.SOL total thermal energy input

The electric COP (COP )is defined as in eq (6.2.3). Thesee

measures are also applicable to the step by step performance calcu-

lations.

6.3 Economic Considerations

The performance measures defined in section 6.2 have all

dealt with the comparison of energy quantities. For example,

comparing COP th and COPe provides a measure of the relative con-

sumption of thermal and electrical energy consumed by the system.

A comparison of this sort may not be entirely meaningful because

the costs of the two energy types can be very different and the

operating costs of the system are more important to the owner than

the relative energy quantities.

To provide a measure of the operating energy costs of the

desiccant systems, a cost ratio is defined,

CR = a a ee (6.3.1)
vc e

The numerator represents the operating cost of the desiccant sys-

tem where

Qa =total purchased thermal energy input

Q= total electric energy consumed
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P =price of a unit of thermal auxiliary energy

= price of a unit of electrical energy

The desiccant system operating cost has been normalized by dividing by

the cost of operating a standard vapor compression cooling system

where Qvc is the electrical energy consumed by the vapor com-

pression system. Eq (6-.301 ) can be rearranged to

Qa

e (PIP)
CR = ea(6.3.2)

Qvc

where CR is seen to be a function of the ratio of the costs of

electrical to thermal energy. Two values of this ratio will be

considered in this work:

i) Pe/Pa = 3.5 This is representative of the prices

charged to residential customers in Madison, WI by

Madison Gas and Electric Company for the summer of

1982. (4.75 $/GJ for gas and 0.06 $/kW-hr for

electricity)

ii) /P = 7.0 This might correspond to the price of

"new" electricity relative to gas which would include

the costs of building new power plants to generate

electricity for a whole bunch of new (not replacement)

air-conditioning systems.

The reference vapor compression system was assumed to have

a seasonal COP of 2.5, representative of current technology (for
VC

example, ref [27]). The cost ratio CR, while providing a
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convenient measure by which to compare desiccant system operating

costs, also provides a measure of how well the desiccant systems

compare with a standard vapor compression system.

6.4 Cooled Dunkle Cycle Performance9

In this section, estimates of long term cooled Dunkle

cycle performance for both gas- and solar-fired operation are

reported and compared with adiabatic system performance. Table

6.4.1 summarizes the system operating parameters used. Two levels

of cooled dehumidifier performance are considered along with un-

balanced flow in the cooled Dunkle cycle. Adiabatic system per-

formance is included for comparison.

The levels of dehumidifier development represented by the

parameters in Table 6.4.1 are better than currently available in

practice. Based on equal time scales for development, cooled

Dunkle cycle B can be considered equivalent to the adiabatic sys-

tems considered. Further development of a flow controller for

the dehumidifier would lead to system B or further improvements

in cooled dehumidifier performance would lead to system A.

Performance is determined for these locations representing

a wide range of climates:

i) Miami, FL (warm and humid)

ii) Phoenix, AZ (hot and dry)

9Final ly!
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Table 6.4.1

Summary of the Operating Parameters for the

Desiccant Cooling Systems

Cooled Dunkle Cycle Parameters

5HX cEC cw Ct r c

.96

.96

.80 .85 1.10

mR/mD

1.0

.80 .85 1.10 (R/ D )

.96 .90

Adiabatic Cycle

6EC = .96

.95 1.05

Parameters

6Fl 
= .05

1.0

cF2 = "95

Load Parameters -- See Table 6.1.1

Pressure Drop Parameters -- See Table 6.1.3

Sys tem

.95

.95

6HX = .95

Collector/Storage System Parameters -- See Table 6.1.2
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iii) Columbia, MO (moderate cooling loads with a

significant winter heating load)

6.4.1 Miami Performance

The Miami climate is characterized by its high humidity and

relatively high latent loads. In section 5.2.4, it was noted that

total cooling capacity, maximum latent capacity, and thermal COP

all increase as the room state is allowed to become more humid.

For this reason, a room state of 25*C and .012 kg/kg is used for

Miami. This state is at the extreme corner of the comfort region

defined by ASHRAE [23]. The maximum flowrate of air to the load is

taken as 0.75 kg/sec. This flowrate provides a fair compromise be-

tween maximum cooling capacity and parasitic power consumption.

The performance of the gas-fired cooled Dunkle cycle as a

function of regeneration temperature is shown in figure 6.4.1.

The cooling loads are summarized in table 6.4.2.

The thermal COP of the cooled Dunkle cycle in Miami is not

greatly affected by either regeneration temperature, dehumidifier

performance, or flow ratio. In section 5.2.3, it was noted that

COPth is only slightly decreased in the region of warm and humid

ambient conditions as regeneration temperature is raised. The

improved dehumidifier (system A) increases COPth by about 8% which

agrees with the factorial analysis results in section 5.2.5.

The potential for increased cooling capacity with un-

balanced flow operation (B ) results in the system being able to

meet the cooling load while regenerating with ambient air (mode 2
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operation) and therefore requiring no thermal energy input.

Although this situation occurred only 22 of 2200 hours, it accounts

for the majority of the small increase in COPth. For regeneration

temperatures less than 80 C, (mR/mD) is greater than unity ffor

much of the Miami weather. Section 5.2.2 explains that gains in

cooling capacity by operating with unbalanced flow are offset by

requiring more thermal energy and so COPth is essentially

unaffected.

In contrast to thermal COP, figure 6.4.1b shows that elec-

tric COP is sensitive to regeneration temperature. Specific

cooling capacity primarily depends on the humidity level of the

dehumidifier outlet state. Higher regeneration temperatures pro-

duce drier outlet humidity levels and increased specific cooling

capacity. This larger enthalpy difference between room state and

conditioned air stream allows a lower airflow rate to be used to

meet the cooling load and therefore lowering parasitic power con-

sumption. Improved dehumidifier performance (A) also results in

a drier dehumidifier outlet state and higher specific cooling

capacity.

The higher specific cooling capacity due to unbalanced

flow operation results in reduced process stream flowrates and

parasitic power consumption for regeneration temperatures less

that 700 C even though higher regeneration side flowrates are

required. During the times of mode 2 operation, high flowrates

and a large flow unbalance are required to meet the load and
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therefore parasitic power consumption is very high. This is why

COPe for system B is less than for B for regeneration tempera-

tures greater than 700 C. If mode 2 operation is inhibited,

operating with unbalanced flow results in better electric per-

formance than balanced flow at all regeneration temperatures.

The performance of the adiabatic ventilation cycle is in-

cluded for comparison. Jurinak [6] has shown that the vent

cycle performs the best of the adiabatic cycles in Miami. The

vent cycle is seen to have a significantly higher thermal COP than

any of the cooled Dunkle cycles. The electric COP behavior of the

two cycles is similar with vent cycle shifted to higher regenera-

tion temperatures as expected from the discussion in sections 2.3

and 5.5.

The relative importance of thermal and electric performance

is shown by figure 6.4.1c-d. The cost ratio CR represents the

operating costs of desiccant systems relative to a vapor compres-

sion system (COPvc = 2.5). The minimum of each curve determines

the optimum regeneration temperature for the lowest operating

cost. The optimum regeneration temperature is a function of the

fuel price ratio. When the price of electricity increases rela-

tive to natural gas, the importance of the electricil performance

increases and the optimum regeneration temperature is shifted in

the direction of better electrical performance.

Figure 6.4.1c-d shows that the adiabatic vent system has

a lower operating cost than any of the cooled Dunkle systems.
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Table 6.4.2

Miami Cooling and Heating Loads

room state: 25°C .012 kg/kg

max load air flowrate: 0.75 kg/sec

(a) June, July, August (gas-fired operation)

Total Cooling Load 37.9 GJ

Sensible 26.5

Latent 11.4

(b) July (solar-fired operation)

Total Cooling Load 12.5 GJ

Sensible 8.6

Latent 3.9

(c) Estimates for Year (Economics)

Cooling Load (5 x July) 62.7 GJ

Heating Load (500 watts/ 0 C) 4.9

by solar (FCHART) 4.9

Domestic Hot Water ( 300 1/day) 24.7

by solar (FCHART) 14.4
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(The effect of mode 2 operation in system B on CR is small.) At

the lower fuel price ratio, only the vent system can be operated

more inexpensively than the vapor compression system. At the

higher fuel price ratio, the desiccant systems can be operated at

about 60% of the cost of the vapor compression system. This com-

parison will become less favorable if, in the time it takes to

develop the desiccant systems with the levels of performance in-

vestigated here, the cooling performance of vapor compression sys-

tems can be improved.

The performance of the cooled Dunkle cycle in solar-fired

operation with gas auxiliary backup is shown in figure 6.4.2.

The abscissa represents the temperature at which the auxiliary

energy is available. The cooling load information is given in

table 6.4.2. Solar only operation is not considered here because

cooled Dunkle system B and the vent system met less than 80% of

the cooling load and cooled Dunkle system A met only 85% of the

load. Unbalanced flow was also not considered mainly because

high regeneration side flowrates were involved which created

problems in the numerical stability of the storage model. The

high flowrates encountered also tend to destroy the temperature

stratification in the pebble bed. This results in higher

collector inlet temperatures (increased collector losses) and

lower return temperatures to the desiccant system (lower regene-

ration temperature and less cooling capacity).
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Because thermal COP is only slightly affected by regenera-

tion temperature in the region of warm and humid ambient condi-

tions, COPth is not changed much from the gas-fired results by the

addition of the solar system and subsequent range of regeneration

temperatures that occur (figure 6.4.2a). Figure 6.4.2b shows the

fraction of the total required thermal energy that is supplied by

the solar system. As the auxiliary energy temperature is raised,;

it causes the average collector inlet temperature to increase.

Losses from the collector increase and less useful energy can be

collected. Cooled Dunkle systems A and B obtain essentially the

same amount of energy from the solar system, but A requires less

thermal energy (higher COPth) and so the fraction by solar is

higher.

Figure 6.4.3 shows the distribution of temperatures sent

to the solar system and returned to the desiccant system for

cooled Dunkle system B and the vent system with an auxiliary

energy temperature of 70'C. The vent system operates at much

higher temperatures and therefore the collector losses are much

higher. The losses are of such magnitude that even though the

vent system requires less thermal energy, the fraction by solar

is less than that of cooled Dunkle system B.

The COP based on purchased energy is shown in figure

6.4.2c. The poorer thermal performance of the cooled Dunkle sys-

tems is compensated for by being able to operate with lower

regeneration temperatures and obtaining more useful energy from the
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solar system. The electric COP is shown in figure 6.4.2d. The

effects on energy storage of raising the auxiliary energy tempera-

ture tend to shift the distributions in figure 6.4.3 to higher

temperatures which means higher specific capacities and lower

flowrates.

The operating costs of the solar-fired desiccant systems

are shown in figure 6.4.2e-f. The vent sytem has slightly lower

operating costs than cooled Dunkle cycle B. If the higher per-

formance dehumidifier in system A can be developed, the solar-fired

cooled Dunkle system will be more economical to operate. As for

the gas-fired systems, the optimum temperature of auxiliary energy

increases as the relative price of electricity goes up.

Table 6.4.3 contains estimates of the yearly operating

costs of the desiccant systems for fuel prices of $5/GJ for gas

and $25/GJ for electricity. The estimated space and domestic

hot water (DHW) heating loads are given in table 6.4.2. The

performance of the solar system for space and DHW heating was

determined by using FCHART [28]. At this fuel price ratio, all

of the systems have lower operating costs than the vapor com-

press ion system.

The savings by displacing gas with solar energy are 40-50%

of the no solar operating costs with 70-75% of the savings attri-

butable to the desiccant systems. For solar savings on the order

of $300/yr and assuming collector costs of $200/n [29] and a

reasonable set of economic parameters (see appendix C), positive



Table 6.4.3

Estimates of Miami Yearly Heating and Cooling Costs
for Natural Gas @$5/GJ and Electricity @$25/GJ

Cooled Dunkle System Vent Vapoi
B A System Compres

auxopt.

gas-fired

COPth

COP
e

solar-fi red

COPth

fSOL

COP
e

costs ($)

gas-fired

cooling

htng & DHW

total

solar-f i red

cool ing

htng & DHW

total

solar savings

70

.78

13.6

.81

.78

6.72

517

148

665

318

52

570

295

70

.84

15.5

.87

.83

8.13

475

148

622

254

52

306

316

80

.94

13.8

.95

.71

7.80

448

148

596

627

148

776

297

52

349

247

145

r
s ion

2.5
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life cycle savings [29] cannot be generated over a period of 20

years without the benefit of tax credits. Tax credits of approxi-

mately 50% of the purchase price would be required for the solar

system to be economically viable.

No attempt was made to optimize the collector area. Smaller

solar systems, while not providing as large a fraction of the

thermal energy for the desiccant system, may be more economical.

Higher fuel prices relative to collector costs would increase the

solar savings available and make the solar-desiccant systems look

more attractive. If electricity prices increase relative to gas

prices, solar savings will decrease because the solar-desiccant

systems have a larger parasitic power consumption.

In summary for Miami: Solar-fired desiccant system

operation does not appear to be an economic alternative for large

collectors and no tax credits. Gas-fired desiccant system opera-

tion appears to be economically viable compared with vapor com-

pression cooling at higher fuel price ratios. The adiabatic vent

cycle can be operated at less cost than the comparable cooled

Dunkle cycle (system B). Cooled Dunkle cycle performance can

approach that of the vent cycle if unbalanced flow is used or

cooled dehumidifier performance is improved.

6.4.2 Phoenix Performance

The summer weather in Phoenix is hot and dry. Large

cooling loads result with most of the load being sensible. Sensi-

ble cooling capacity can be increased by maintaining a drier room
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state (section 5.2.4). This also reduces the excess latent

capacity available and lessens the effects of by-pass mixing (sec-

tion 6.1.1). A room state of 25C and .008 kg/kg is used. (In

a system without by-pass mixing, the excess latent capacity would

tend to keep the room on the dry side anyway.) A maximum flowrate

to the load of 1.0 kg/sec is allowed in order to meet the high

cooling loads.

The performance of the gas-fired cooled Dunkle systems is

shown in figure 6.4.4. The cooling loads are summarized in table

6.4.4. The thermal COP of the cooled Dunkle systems is seen to

be effected more strongly by regeneration temperature in Phoenix

than in Miami. This is because Phoenix weather lies in the

regions where HX2 is not very useful and COP th is a strong function

of ambient condition and regeneration temperature (sections 5.2.1

and 5.2.3).

The thermal COP in Phoenix is also considerably higher

than in Miami. There are several reasons for this. First, cooled

Dunkle cycle COPth is higher for hot and dry ambient conditions,

especially at lower regeneration temperatures. Second, 15% of the

cooling load is met by regenerative evaporative cooling with no

thermal energy input. Third, significant fractions of the cooling

load are met by mode 2 operation (regeneration with ambient air)

because of the high ambient temperatures encountered. System B*

is the most dramatic. The thermal COP of B with modes 1 and 2

inhibited is 0.88 compared with 1.60 at a regeneration temperature
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of 600C. The increased specific cooling capacity at low regene-

ration temperatures allows system B to operate in mode 2 586

of 2058 hours (28%). Without mode 2 operation, the thermal COP

of the cooled Dunkle systems would be significantly lower, about

the same levels as the adiabatic systems shown. (Dunkle cycle

performance was estimated from data obtained from Jurinak [22].)

The electric COP is shown in figure 6.4.4b. The higher

flowrates required during mode 2 operation do hurt electric per-
,A

formance, especially system B with unbalanced flow. In contrast

to Miami, though, the operating costs in Phoenix are less when

mode 1 and mode 2 operation are allowed. The thermal energy saved

more than makes up for the additional parasitic power consumption.

The operating cost ratios are shown in figure 6.4.4c-d.

An adiabatic system, in this case the Dunkle cycle, still has an

advantage over the comparable cooled Dunkle system (B). Improved

dehumidifier performance (if obtainable) can give the edge to the

cooled Dunkle cycle, but only at lower fuel price ratios.

The thermal COP of the solar-fired systems is shown in

figure 6.4.5a. Again, the abscissa represents the temperature at

which auxiliary thermal energy is available. This is not

necessarily the regeneration temperature. The cooled Dunkle cycle

COPth for solar-fired operation appears to be lower than gas-fired

operation for a given auxiliary temperature. This is because the

average regeneration temperature obtained from the solar system

is higher than the auxiliary temperature and higher regeneration

temperatures result in a lower COPth Also, the solar performance
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Table 6.4.4

Phoenix Cooling and Heating Loads

room state: 250C .008 kg/kg

max load air flowrate: 1.0 kg/sec

(a) June, July, August (gas-fired operation)

Total Cooling Load 73.6 GJ

Sensible 68.9

Latent 4.7

(b) July (solar-fired operation)

Total Cooling Load 29.9 GJ

Sensible 27.6

Latent 2.3

(c) Estimates for Year (Economics)

Cooling Load (1.8 x June-August) 132 GJ

Heating Load (500 watts/°C) 37.2

by solar (FCHART) 30.2

Domestic Hot Water (300 I/day) 24.7

by solar (FCHART) 12.8
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was obtained for only the month of July, which is much warmer

than June or August in Phoenix. A much smaller proportion of the

July cooling load can be met by regenerative evaporative cooling

or the desiccant system while regenerating with ambient air.

The fraction of the thermal energy supplied by the solar

system is shown in figure 6.4.5b. Phoenix has about 37% more

solar radiation available than in Miami. Also, a higher collector

flowrate is used (equal to mL max ) and so lower collector tempera-

tures occur. This reduces losses and increases collector effi-

ciency. Yet, the solar fraction is lower in Phoenix because the

cooling loads are so much larger. Again, the cooled Dunkle sys-

tems operate with lower collector temperatures than the adiabatic

systems and so show better solar system performance.

The performance based on purchased thermal energy and

electric power consumption is shown in figures 6.4.5c-d. The

higher COPe for the adiabatic systems is due to lower flowrates

and less pressure drop (fewer components).

Operating costs relative to a vapor compression system are

shown in figure 6.4.5e-f. Again, the adiabatic Dunkle system

appears to have lower operating costs than cooled Dunkle system

B. Improved cooled dehumidifier performance can result in a

significant reduction in cooled Dunkle cycle operating costs, though.

As in Miami, the addition of the solar system appears to

result in a significant reduction in operating costs. Estimates

of the yearly heating and cooling costs are given in table 6.4.5
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Table 6.4.5

Estimates of Phoenix Yearly Heating and Cooling Costs
for Natural Gas @$5/GJ and Electricity @$25/GJ

Cooled Dunkle System Dunkle Vapor
B A System Compression

T (0C) 60 60 80
aux,opt

gas-f i red

COPth 1.03 1.28 1.06

COPe 7.1 7.6 8.7 2.5

solar-fired

COPth 1.05 1.25 1.11

fSOL .61 .77 .58

COPe 5.5 6.2 6.5

costs ($)

gas-fired

cooling 1106 951 999 1320

htng & DHW 310 310 310 310

total 1416 1261 1309 1630

solar-f i red

coolIi ng 845 650 758

htng & DHW 95 95 95

totalI 940 745 85 3

solar savings 476 516 456
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for gas at $5/GJ and electricity at $25/GJ. The heating and cooling

loads are given in table 6.4.4. Solar-fired operation produces a

35-40% reduction in operating costs over gas-fired operation, but

approximately 45% of the solar savings is due to solar displacing

gas in space and domestic water heating.

The solar savings from the desiccant system alone are not

enough to make the solar system worth the investment. Solar

savings (~ $475/yr), including space heating and DHW, are still

not enough to produce positive life cycle savings without the

benefit of tax credits. Tax credits amounting to approximately

25% of the initial investment in collectors would be needed.

Again, no attempt was made to optimize collector area and this may

have an impact on the analysis.

In summary for Phoenix: Solar-fired desiccant system

operation again does not appear to be economical for large col-

lectors and no tax credits, but the prospects are better than in

Miami. Gas-fired desiccant systems do appear to be economically

viable compared with vapor compression cooling at higher fuel

price ratios. An adiabatic system, in this case the Dunkle cycle,

performs better than the comparable cooled Dunkle cycle. Im-

provements in cooled Dunkle cycle operation could make it competi-

tive with the adiabatic cycle.

6.4.3 Columbia Performance

The Phoenix and Miami results have shown that adding a solar

system just to supply thermal energy to a desiccant system for
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summer cooling is not economical. In order to make the large in-

vestment in a solar system worthwhile, the collector must be fully

utilized. Columbia, MO, has a significant winter heating load

along with a moderate summer cooling load and so the solar system

can be used to a fuller extent all year long than in Phoenix or

Miami.

A room state of 25"C and .010 kg/kg and a maximum load air

flowrate of 0.75 kg/sec are assumed. The cooling and heating

loads for the various periods of analysis are shown in table 6.4.6.

The thermal and electric performance of the gas-fired cooled

Dunkle systems are shown in figure 6.4.6a-b. The increase in COPth

due to unbalanced flow operation (B ) is because of the increased

cooling capacity at low regeneration temperatures and the potential

for meeting the cooling load while regenerating with ambient air.

The higher flowrates required result in a lower COPe, though. The

increase in COPth and COPe of system A is due mainly to the

improvement in dehumidifier performance.

Figure 6.4.6c-d show the operating costs of the systems

relative to a vapor compression system. Again, the adiabatic sys-

tem appears to have an advantage over the comparable cooled Dunkle

system, but it is not as large as in the other two locations.

Improvements in cooled Dunkle cycle operation can increase per-

formance so that it is competitive with the vent cycle. Also,

somewhat higher fuel price ratios are required for the desiccant

systems to show an advantage over a vapor compression system.
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Table 6.4.6

Columbia, MO, Cooling and Heating Loads

room state: 25C .010 kg/kg

max load air flowrate: .075 kg/sec

(a) June, July, August (gas-fired operation)

Total Cooling Load 24.0 GJ

Sensible 16.1

Latent 7.9

(b) July (solar-fired operation)

Total Cooling Load 9.5 GJ

Sensible 6.5

Latent 3.0

(c) Estimates for Year (Economics)

Cooling Load (1.7 x June-August) 40.8 GJ

Heating Load (500 watts/°C) 118

by solar (FCHART) 35.2

Domestic Hot Water (300 I/day) 24.7

by solar (FCHART) 6.1
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The performance of the solar-desiccant systems is shown in

figure 6.4.7. The thermal COP is somewhat decreased from the

gas-fired case for a given auxiliary temperature because the solar

system is supplying temperatures higher than the auxiliary. The

fraction by solar is very high, especially for the cooled Dunkle

systems which operate at lower collector temperatures than the

vent system and so have lower losses. This results in very good

performance with respect to purchased thermal energy.

The high fractions by solar result in low operating costs

relative to a vapor compression system as shown in figure 6.4.7e-f.

Because of the high solar performance, the cooled Dunkle cycle can

be less expensive to operate than the vent system, especially at

higher fuel price ratios. Improvements in the cooled Dunkle cycle

performance would extend this advantage.

Table 6.4.7 gives estimates of the yearly heating and

cooling costs for the loads shown in table 6.4.6 for a gas price

of $5/GJ and electricity price of $25/GJ. The solar system reduces

the no solar costs by about 40%, but again 50% of the reduction

comes from displacing gas for space and domestic hot water heating.

The magnitude of the solar savings is somewhat low to pro-

vide any economic benefit to solar operation without tax credits

(about 35% tax credits would be required). The high solar frac-

tions obtained for the cooling season indicate that the collectors

may be somewhat oversized for economical desiccant system operation.

It is somewhat disappointing that only 30% of the heating load is
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Table 6.4.7

Estimates of Columbia Yearly Heating and Cooling Costs
for Natural Gas @$5/GJ and Electricity @$25/GJ

Cooled Dunkle System Vent Vapor
B A System Compression

T ( 0C) 70 70 80
aux,opt

gas-fired

COPth .78 .86 .80

COP 11.9 12.9 11.7 2.5
e

solar-fired

COPth .78 .85 .80

fSOL .90 .93 .81

COP 8.4 9.8 8.5e

costs ($)

gas-f i red

cooling 348 316 342 408

htng & DHW 714 714 714 714

total 1062 1030 1056 1122

solar-fired

cooling 147 121 168

h tng & DHW 507 507 507

total 654 628 675

solar savings 408 402 381
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met by the large solar system. If the heating load could be reduced

by other means (the house heat loss used may be somewhat high), a

smaller collector may be able to still contribute during the

heating season while being more economical for use with the

desiccant system.

In summary, then, for Columbia: Economical solar-desiccant

system operation appears to be somewhat doubtful unless smaller

collector areas can be used without reducing solar savings pro-

portionately. Gas-fired desiccant system operation in Columbia

compares somewhat less favorably to vapor compression cooling than

in Miami or Phoenix. The cooled Dunkle cycle can be operated at

costs equal to or less than the adiabatic vent cycle, but the

margin is not very large.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The performance of the cooled Dunkle cycle desiccant

air-conditioning system has been shown to depend on a number of

factors. These include the level of individual component per-

formance, regeneration temperature, relative energy costs, thermal

energy source, and climate. The conclusions that can be drawn

from the results presented in chapters 5 and 6 are summarized

below.

o In general, gas-fired desiccant cooling systems with

well engineered components can be competitive with

vapor compression cooling systems. The economic ad-

vantage of the desiccant systems increases as the

price of electricity rises in relation to natural

gas.

o Optimum desiccant system operation involves trade-offs

in thermal and electrical performance with regene-

ration temperature. The optimum regeneration

temperature depends on the cycle and the climate.

o Solar-fired operation of desiccant systems can sig-

nificantly reduce operating costs. Solar only (no

auxiliary energy source) operation does not appear
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feasible because of the large collector arrays re-

quired (greater than 50 m2). The optimum collector

size depends on the solar savings available from

space and domestic hot water heating and on the tax

credits available to offset the initial costs of

the solar system.

o Solar-fired operation appears to have the greatest

potential for success in locations with moderate

climates where smaller solar systems supply a sig-

nificant fraction of the required thermal energy.

An increase in natural gas prices would also en-

hance the economic benefits of a solar system.

o The long term performance results show that a

gas-fired cooled Dunkle system with reasonable

levels of component performance (system B, table

6.4.1) can meet the cooling loads in a variety of

climates with a thermal COP near 0.8 and an elec-

tric COP in the range of 8-14. A significant in-

crease in seasonal thermal COP can be obtained in

hot and dry climates by making use of regenerative

evaporative cooling.

o It appears that the gas-fired cooled Dunkle system

has slightly higher operating costs than a comparable

adiabatic system. The margin is fairly large in
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climates with large cooling loads. In mild climates,

the difference is small.

o The cooled Dunkle cycle can operate at lower regene-

ration temperatures than can the adiabatic cycles.

Therefore more useful energy can be obtained from

the solar system by the cooled Dunkle cycle. In

mild climates, this can give a small operating cost

advantage to the cooled Dunkle cycle.

o The cooled Dunkle cycle can be more competitive with

adiabatic cycles if improvements are made in the

cooled dehumidifier performance. The use of unbal-

anced flow in the dehumidifier at low regeneration

temperatures results in an increase in cooling

capacity and enables the system to meet the cooling

load while regenerating with ambient air. This

situation occurs most frequently in hot, dry climates

and results in a large rise in seasonal thermal COP.

A more efficient dehumidifier (better heat and mass

transfer) can also increase cooled Dunkle cycle per-

formance.

o The other cooled dehumidifier cycle of interest, the

cooled recirculation cycle, shows performance charac-

teristics similar to the cooled Dunkle cycle. No

particularly significant advantages over the cooled

Dunkle cycle are apparent. Long term estimates of
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cooled recirc performance are not expected to show

any significant increase over cooled Dunkle

performance.

o The cooled dehumidifiers modeled in this work repre-

sent significant improvements over what is currently

available (table 4.3.1). The physical construction

of the cooled dehumidifier is necessarily more com-

plex than an adiabatic dehumidifier because of the

cooling stream. It may be difficult to manufacture

a high effectiveness cross- or counter-cooled dehumi-

difier as compactly as an adiabatic unit. The develop-

ment of the adiabatic dehumidifier is well under way

with high performance units on the drawing board [3]

and prospects for further improvement ([3], unbalanced

flow [7]). It may be difficult for the cooled dehumi-

difier systems to overcome these challenges.

Based on these conclusions, the following recommendations

are made.

00 It is recommended that the development of desiccant

dehumidifier air-conditioning systems for residential

scale applications continue to be pursued. Improve-

ments in both electrical as well as thermal perfor-

mance should be considered. Continued development of

accurate, easily computed models of dehumidifier and

system performance is also important.
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00 Solar-fired operation of desiccant systems should

continue to be investigated. In particular, economi-

cal collector array sizes should be determined.

00 It is recommended that emphasis be placed on adia-

batic dehumidifier systems because of extensive

past efforts, current level of development, and

apparent operating cost advantage. Consideration

of cooled dehumidifier systems is warranted be-

cause of the potential for efficient solar-fired

operation in mild climates.

oo Appropriate control strategies and systems need to

be developed which will maximize system performance.

Optimum load/system interaction may require control

over system flowrate and load inlet evaporative

cooler performance to match system cooling capacity

to the load in proper proportion of latent and sensi-

ble parts. Control over regeneration temperature may

be required to optimize electric and thermal perfor-

mance. For this reason also, more sophisticated solar

system controls may be needed to control the air

temperature returned to the desiccant system and to

match collector flowrate with system flowrate.

00 If further investigation of cooled dehumidifier sys-

tems is continued, it is recommended that efforts be
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made to improve dehumidifier performance. In par-

ticular, the potential benefits of operation with

unbalanced flow at low regeneration temperatures

should be considered. Development of an easily

computed model in which the performance parameters

can be determined from the design of the dehumidi-

fier is desirable.
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APPENDIX A

CONFIGURATIONS OF OTHER DESICCANT AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
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APPENDIX B

CHARACTERISTICS OF OTHER DESICCANT AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
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APPENDIX C

ASSUMED PARAMETERS FOR LIFE CYCLE

SAVINGS ANALYSIS BY THE P1, P2 METHOD [29]

N period of analysis 20 yrse

if fuel inflation rate 10%

d market discount rate 15%

m mortgage interest rate 12%

D ratio of downpayment to initial investment 0.2

t effective income tax rate 18%

R ratio of resale value to initial investment 1.0
v

maintenance costs and property taxes were neglected
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APPENDIX D

COOLED

TRNSYS

DUNKLE CYCLE MODEL

SUBROUTINE LISTING

AND

LISTING OF A TYPICAL TRNSYS DECK



1 91

@PRT, S KS*TRNSYS#CDKLSYS
FURPUR 28R3 U01SLIt82 01/06/83 19:52:39

KSTRNSYS(1).CDKLSYS(O)
I SUBROUTINE TYPE32(TIMEXINOUTTDDTDTPARINFO)
2 C MODEL OF COOLED DUNKLE CYCLE DESICCANT AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM
3 C CONFIGURATION CC-A/B

4 DIMENSION XIN(4),OUT(60)JPAR(22),INFO(10)
5 DIMENSION TN(21),WN(21),HN(21),TO(21),WO(21)
6 REAL MDOTMPMDOI'DBMDOTSMDOTRMDOTILATENT
7 REAL MRMDMRMDSMRSMRDMDOTSR
8 INTEOER PCiPX
9 C

10 DATA AYtC/1005,1859.,2.5014E+'6/
11 DATA A1,A2,A3/2865i,4t344,.8624/
12 DATA B1,B2yB3/6360t,1.127y,07969!
13 DATA EX/1,490/
14 DATA C1,C2,C3/3.2438,5.8683E-'3,1.1702E-B/
15 DATA C4,C5,C6/2.1878E"3,218.17,2.3026/
16 DATA CMCLDC/.921,4#107,.06445/
17 DATA THINWMINEXCMAX/0,1.,O./
18 DATA CLDMAXGAUXM/O.#0./
19 DATA IOPTNIfNPsNDNO/1,4,22,0,S0/
20 C
21 C UNITS: TEMPERATURE T : DEG C
22 C SP HUMIDITY W = KG-WATER/KG-AIR
23 C MATRIX WATER X KG-WATER/KG--MATRIX
24 C AIR ENTHALPY H = J/KG
25 C
26 C FUNCTIONS:
27 C MOIST AIR ENTHALPY (TREf" = 0 C)
28 ENTH(I) = A*TN(I) f WN()*(B*TN(I) + C)
29 C TEMPERATURE oFr THE MOIST AIR STREAM
30 I'EMP(1) =(HN1(1) .-C*WN(I))/(A + B WN(1))
31 C SATURATION PRESSURE (ATM)
32 BT(T) = 374412 -.1
33 PSAT(T) : CS*EXP(--C6*ItT(T)*(C1 +" C2*ttT(T) -+ C3*(BT(T) 3))/
34 - ((T 273,15)*(1, + C4*DT(T))))
35 C SATURATION SPECIFIC HUMIDITY
36 WSAT(T) = ,621985PSAT(T)/(I1-- PSAT(T))
37 C FOR EVAP COOLER CALCULATIONS



1 92

WW(TTSTARWSTAR) = (A$(TSTAR--.F) + WSTAR*(C--2331,TSTAR))
/(C f B*T -- 4190o*TSTAR)

C DESICCANT ANALOGY FI CHARACTERISTICS FOR ADIABATIC CASE (5.-PAR)
FONE(I) = --A1/((TN(I)+273.15)**EX) + A2*(WN(I)**A3)
FTWO(I) = ((TN(I)+273t15)**EX)/B1I- B22(WN(1)*D3)

C EQUILIBRIUM RELATIONSHIP FUNCTIONS
WMAT(XT) ~ .0208*(GX(XT) **HSHV(X))
GX(XT) = 60.09*X*PSAT(T)
DGX(T) = 60t09*PSAT(T)
HSHV(X)= 1 4 .2843*EXP(.-1028*X)
DHSHV(X) = --2+9226*EXP(--10,28*X)

C MATRIX PURGE CAPACITY RATES
CR(X) = CM + CL*X + DC*((1- EXP(1O.28*X))

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

TEMPERATURE

NCASE -- INTERSECTION OF LOAD LINE AND SYSTEM PROCESS LINE
I BY-PASS MIXING
2 INLET EVAP COOLER PROCESS LINE
3 2y BUT WITH EC12 & HX*1 BY"'PASSED
4 2t BUT WITH EC43 PY--PASSED (NOT USED)
5 2v BUT WITH EC*3s EC*2s & iX* I Y"PASSED
6 L-'L TO RT OF T2 (EC#3, EC#2, I HX1# BY-PASSED)

FLAGS: ICN = • -1 AUXILIARY THERMAL ONLY
0 SOLAR IF AVAILABLEY AUX OTHERWISE
I SOLAR ONLY

ISOLAR = 0 NO SOLAR AVAILABLE/SOLAR NOT NEEDED
1 SOLAR AVAILABLE/SOLAR USED

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

NM=0
1~

3

ALL MODES AVAILABLE
INHIBIT MODE 1
INHIBIT MODE 2
INHIBIT BOTH MODES 1 AND 2

INPUT DEFINITIONS: XIN(D
XIN(2)
XIN(3)
XIN(4)

= AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (C)
= AMBIENT HUMIDIfY RATIO (KG/KG)
= TEMP FROM SOLAR SYSTEM (C)
= EXTERNAL HEAT GAIN TO LOAD (WATTS)

MODES: 0 NO LOAD, MACHINE OFF
1 REGENERATIVE EVAPORATIVE COOLING
2 DESICCANT COOLING, REGENERATE AT AMBIENT
3 DESICCANT COOLINGs REGENERATE WITH SULAR
4 MODE 3 PLUS AUXILIARY THERMAL
5 MODE 4 PLUS AUXILIARY COOLING
6 DESICCANT SYSTEM CAN NOT MEET ANY OF LOAf

ION : 0 DEHUMIDIFIER NOT IN USE
I DEHUMIDIFIER IN USE

D
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88 C SET SYSTEM PARAMETERS ON INITIAL CALL OF SIMULATION
89 tF(INFO(7),.EQ.-.1) THEN
90 TREG = PAR(3)
91 MDOTM = PAR(4)
92 ICN : IFIX(PAR(5))
93 ETAHIT = PAR(6)
94 ETAHIW = PAR(7)
95 ETAH2T PAR(S)
96 ETAH2W = PAR(9)
97 ETAEC1 = PAR(10)
98 ETAEC2 = PAR(11)
99 ETAEC3 = PAR(12)

100 EW = PAR(13)
101 ET = PAR(14)
102 RCC PAR(15)
103 MRD = PAR(16)
104 UA PAR(17)
105 ODOT : PAR(18)
106 MDOTI = PAR(19)
107 WDOT = PAR(20)
108 ISTK = IFIX(PAR(21))
109 NM IFIX(PAR(22))
110 INFO(6) : 20
111 CALL TYPECK(IOPTbINFONINPND)
112 ENDIF
113 C SET AMBIENT STATE ON INITIAL CALL OF TIMESTEP
114 IF(INFO(7)tLEt0) THEN
115 TN(1) = XIN(1)
116 WN(1) = XIN(2)
117 WSN = WSAT(TN(1))
118 IF(WN(1)tGTtWSN) THEN
119 WRITE(*,601) TIMETN(1),WN(1),WSN
120 601 FORMAT(6X,'*** ERROR IN INPUT WEATHER DATA: W> WSAT

**',

121 - 5X'TIME*',FI3,5X,'T'
122 - 5Xf'WSAT=',F6.4)
123 WN(1) =0WSN
124 ENDIF
125 HN(1) = ENTH(1)
126 ENDIF
127 C SET REQUIRED VARIABLES TO INITIAL VALUES FOR SYSTEM CALCULATIONS
128 IF(INFO(7)GTO ,ANDt MODELEt2) RETURN
129 TSOL = XIN(3)
130 ISAT 0
131 NCASE = 0
132 EXCOOL = 0.
133 EXSENS = 0.
134 EXLAT =0O
135 QHX1 : 0.
136 OHX2 = 0.
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137 J23 = 0
138 JR2 =0
139 IJK = 0
140 IF(INFO(7)1GTtO) GO TO 202
141 IN = XIN(4)
142 TN(6) PAR(l)
143 WN (6) PAR(2)
144 ICOOL = 0
145 IDRY = 0
146 RHEC = O
147 ECCOOL 0 O,
148 COOLM2 Of
149 MRMDS = O
150 C
151 C LOAD CALCULATIONS (JEFF'S UA*(DELTA T) MODEL)
152 SENSDL = (IA + MDOTI$(A+B*WN(1)) )*'N(1)-TN(6)) + ODOT GIN

153 IF (SENSBLLE.O.) THEN
154 fN(6) TN(1) + (QDOT+QIN)/(UA + MDOTI*(A f D*WN(1)))
155 SENSBL = 0.
156 ICOOL = I
157 SLOAD = 1.E+20
158 TMAX = TN(6)
159 WSN = WSAT(TN(6))
160 IF(WN(6).GTtWSN) .WN(6) = WSN
161 ENDIF
162 LATENT = (MDOTI*(WN(1)-WN(6)) 4 WDOT)-*(B*TN(6) + C)
163 IF (LATENT.LEfOQ) THEN
164 WN(6) = WN(1) + WDOT/MDOTI
165 LATENT = 0.
166 IDRY = I
167 SLOAD = O.
168 WAX =WN(6)
169 ENDIF
170 CLOAD = SENSBL + LATENT
171 IF(CLOAD.OTtCLl'MAX) CLDMAX = CLOAD
172 HN(6) ENTH(6)
173 HMAX = HN(6) - CLOAD/MDOTM
174 IF (ICOOL.EO.1 *ANDo IDRY.EQO1) THEN
175 MODE = 0
176 RMDOT = 0.
177 GO TO 550
178 ENDIF
179 IF(IDRY.NE#1) WHAX = 1WN(6) - (MllOTI*(WN(1)-WN(6)) + WPOT)/M

DOTM
180 IF(ICOOLNE.I) TMAX = (IMAX -- C*WMAX)/(A + B,*WMX)
181 IF fICOOLHE.1 *AND, IDRY.NE.1)
182 SLOADi = ((A + B*1WMAX)*(MDOTI(WN1(1)-WN1(6)) + WDOT))!SENSBL
183 IF (TN(6).T.TMIN) TMIN = TN(6)
184 IF (WN(6),LTW4M1N) WMIN = 141(6)
185 C
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186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222

223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
2-32
233
234
235

C EVAPORATIVE COOLER 2 CALCULATION
ETA soETAEC2
L =L
J=7
ASSIGN 102 TO PC
0 TO 700

102 CONTINUE
HN(7) = ENTH(7)

C
C TRY REGENERATIVE EVAPORATIVE COOLING

IF (WN(1).LTWMAX .AND, NiNEI t AND, NMNE,3)
MODE : 1
ION = 0
ISOLAR = 0
TN(2) : TN(1)
WN(2) : WN(1)
HN(2) = HN(1)
TN(3) = TN(2) + ETAH1T*(TN(7) -- TN(2))
WN(3) = WN(2) + ETAHIW*(WN(7) - WN(2))
HN(3) = ENTH(3)
WN(8) = WN(2) -" WN(3) + WN(7)
HN(8) = HN(2) - HN(3) + HN(7)
TN(S) = TEMP(S)
GO TO 300

ENDIF
C
C DEHUMIDIFICATION REOUIRED
C
C DETERMINE REGENERATION TEMPERATURE
C IF SOLAR AVAILABLE, USE TEMPERATURE FROM SOLAR SYSTEM
C IF NOTY OR NOT HOT ENOUGH, USE FIXED AUXILIARY TEMPERATURE
C REGENERATE WIT AMBIENT?
201 IF(TN(1)oLT.25t .ORt NM.EQ.2 ,OR* NM*EQ,3) GO TO 202

MODE : 2
ION=
ISOLAR = 0
J23 0
JR2 0

TN(11) = TN(1)
60 TO 206

C SOLAR ALONE ?

202 IF(ICNtGEtO) THEN
TN(11) = TSOL
IF(INFO(7)tGT.ISTK *OR. (TN(1)tGTTSOL -AND. NM.NEt2 ,ANDt

NM$E,3)) THEN
IF(TN(1).GTtTSOL) TN(11) : TN(1)
IJK = I
IF(ICN.EQt0) GO TO 203
IF(ICNEQ.1) GO TO 505

ENDIF

THEN
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236 MODE : 3
237 ION:1
238 ISOLAR : I
239 J23 = 0
240 JR2 =0
241 GO TO 206
242 ENDIF
243 C ADD/USE AUXILIARY THERMAL ?
244 203 MODE 4
245 ION1=
246 IF(ICNE .0) ISOLAR = I
247 IF(INFO(7)tGTt ISTK+4) ISOLAR = 0
248 IF(ICNtEQ*,) GO TO 300
249 IF (TREG.LT.TSOL *OR. TREG.LTtTN(1)) THEN
250 IF(IJKtE0t0) 0 TO 300
251 IF(IJK.EO.1) GO TO 205
252 ENDIF
253 TN(11) = TREG
254 J23=0
255 JR2=0
256 C
257 205 IJK = 0
258 C EVAPORATIVE COOLER 2 CALCULATION
259 206 IF(TN(7)tEQTN(6)) THEN
260 ETA = ETAEC2
261 L =6
262 J=7
263 ASSIGN 207 TO PC
264 60 TO 700
265 207 CONTINUE
266 HN(7) = ENTH(7)
267 ENDIF
268 C
269 C EVAPORATIVE COOLER 3 CALCULATION
270 ETA = ETAEC3
271 L:1
272 J:14
273 ASSIGN 210 TO PC
274 GO TO 700
275 210 CONTINUE
276 HN(14) = ENTH(14)
277 212 TN(16) = TN(14)
278 C
279 C DEHUMIDIFIER-HEAT EXCHANGER CALCULATIONS
280 213 DO 250 1l=11
281 IF<1M.,1) THEN
282 144(.9) = 14( 1 )
283 141(8) = WN(7)
284 TN (8) = TN (14)
285. IF(J23.EO.1) TN(8) = TN(7)
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ENDIF
WN(11) = WN(9)
WN(10) = WN(9)
HN(11) = ENTH(11)
1N(8) ENTH(8)
DO 215 N=1,21

WOl(N) =WN(N)
TO(N) = TN(N)

215 CONTINUE
C FIND STATES 2A(20) AND 12A(21)

Fl = FONE(8)
F2 FTWO(11)
WOLD = .01
DO 217 I=1,15

FF = BI*(F2 + B2*(WOLD *B3)) +
DFF= B 1*R2B3*(WOLD**(B3-1,))

236

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309

310
I)

311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333

WNEW = WOLD - FF/DFF
IF (WNEWtLT.o0.) WNLW = 0.1WOLD
IF (ABS((WNEW-WOLD)/WOLD).LT.s01) GO TO 218

WOLD = WNEW
217 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,661) FlPF29WOLD
661 FORMAT(IX/5Xi'*** ANALOGY FOR 2A,12A DID NOT CONVERGE *

10X,'F1=',Ell-5,5X,'F2=',E11o5,5X,'WOLD=',E11.5/

GO TO 991
218 WN(20) WNEW

TN(20) (81*(F2 + B2*(WN(20)**B3)))**(I/EX) - 273.15
HN(20) = ENTH(20)
WN(21) = WN(8) - WN(20) + WN(11)
HN(21) = HN(8) - HN(20) + HN(11)
TN(21) = TEMP(21)

C FINO IDEAL DEHUMIDIFIER STATES 2*(16) AND 12*(17)
C DESORBED MATRIX WATER CONTENT

T = TN(I1)
W =WN(11)
ASSIGN 220 TO PX
GO TO 800

220 CONTINUE
XD = XX
WN(16) = WMAT(XDiTN(16))
HN(16) = ENTH(16)

C SORBED MATRIX WATER CONTENT
T TN(14)
W = WN(8)
ASSIGN 225 TO PX
GO TO 800

225 CONTINUE

A1/(F1 - A2*(WOLD**A3))-
+ AIA2*A3. (WOLDf*(A3-1 ,) )/
((Fl - A2*(WOLD**A3))**2)
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334 XW=:wXX
335 C MATRIX STATE AS LEAVES PREHEAT PURGE
336 CRR = CR(XD)/CR(XW)
337 TN(18) = (1-- CRR)*TN(14) 4 CRR*TN(11)
338 WN(18) = WMAT(XWTN(18))
339 HN(18) = ENTH(18)
340 C REGENERATION SIDE ANALOGY CALCULATIONS
341 Fl = FONE(11)

342 F2 FTWO(18)
343 WOLD = .015
344 DO 230 I=1,15
345 FF = Bl*(F2 + B2*(WOLD**B3)) + AI/(F1 - A2*(WOLD**A3))
346 DFF : BI*k2*B3*(WOLD *(B3-1.)) + AI A2*A3*(WOLD *(A3-1.))/
347 ((Fl - A2*(WOLD**A3))**2)
348 WNEW = WOLD - FF/DFF
349 IF (WNEW#LT.t0) WHEW = 0.1#*WOLD
350 IF (ABS((WNE4-WOLO)/WOLD).LT..01) GO TO 233
351 WOLD = WNEW
352 230 CONTINUE
353 WRITE(*,662) FIF2,WOLD
354 662 FORMAT(1X/5X,'** ANALOGY FOR 2t12* DID NOT CONVERGE *

355 10X,'F1=',E11.55X,'F2=',E11.5,5X,'WOLD-'E11.5/
/)

356 60 TO 991
357 233 WN(17) = WNEW
358 TN(17) = (B1*(F2 + B2*(WN(17)**B3)))**(I/EX) - 273.15
359 HN(17) = ENTH(17)
360 WN(19) WN(11) + WN(18) - WN(17)
361 HN(19) = HN(11) + HN(18) - HN(17)
362 TN(19) = TEMP(19)
363 C
364 MRMDS : (WN(8)-WN(16))I(WN(17)-WN(1l))
365 C REAL OUTLET STATES
366 TN(2) = TN(20) - ET*(TN(20) - TN(14))

367 IF(MRDtLT,0,) MRMD = MRMDS
368 IF(MRD.GT.O.) MRMD = MRD
369 MRS : MRMD/MRMDS
370 IF(MRS.LE.1.) WH(2) = WN(8) - EW*MRS*(WN(8) WN(16))
371 IF(MRS.GT.1.) WN(2) = WN(8) - EW*(WN(8) - WN(16))
372 IF(MODE.EQ*2 ,AND. WN(2).GT.WN(6)) GO TO 202
373 HN(2) = ENTH(2)
374 WN(12) : WN(11) + (WN(8) - WN(2))/MRMD
375 HN(12) = HN(21) + (1. - RCC)*(14N(20) - HN(2))/MRMD
376 TN(12) = TEMP(12)
377 C HEAT EXCHANGER 1 CALCULATIONS
378 IF(TN(7).LT.TN(2) .AND., J23.EQ.0) THEN
379 TN(3) =TN(2) - ETAHIT*(|'N(2) - TNt7))
380 WN(3) : WN(2) - ETAHIW*(WN(2) --WN(7))
381 HN(3) = ENIH(3)
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382 WN(8) = WN(2) - WN(3) + WN(7)
383 HN(8) : HN(2) - HN(3) + HN(7)
384 TN(8) = TEIP(8)
385 ELSE
386 IF(J23EthO) THEN
387 TN(7) = TN(6)
388 WN(7) =WN(6)
389 HN(7) = HN(6)
390 J23 =1
391 GO TO 212
392 ENDIF
393 TN(3) TN(2)
394 WN(3) = WN(2)
395 HN(3) = HN(2)
396 ENDIF
397 C HEAT EXCHANGER 2 CALCULATIONS
398 IF(TN(12),GT.TN(1)) THEN
399 TN(9) = TN(1) + ETAH2T*(TN(12)- TN(1))
400 WN(9) = WN(1) + ETAH2W*(WN(12) - bN(1))
401 1*N(9) = ENTH(9)
402 HN(13) = HN(1) - HN(9) + HN(12)
403 WN(13) = WN(1) - WN(9) + N(12)
404 TN(13) TEMP(13)
405 IF(WN(13)t6TtWSAT(TN(13))) ISAT = 1
406 ELSE
407 TN(9) = TN(1)
408 WN(9) = WN(1)
409 HN(9) = HN()
410 TN(13) = TN(12)
411 WN(13) = 1W(12)
412 HN(13) = HN(12)
413 ENDIF
414 C
415 IF(ABS((WN(9)-WO(9))/WO(9)),LT.001 .ANDt
416 - ABS(TN(9)-TO(9))tLTt.03 ,AND,
417 - ABS((WN(8)-WO(8))/WO(8)).LTt.001 .AND*
418 - ABS(TN(8)-TO(8))tLTtt03) GO TO 300
419 250 CONTINUE
420 4WRITE(*,663)
421 663 FORMAT(1X/5XY'*** DH-HX CALC DID NOT CONVERGE *8*'!!)
422 GO TO 991
423 C
424 300 IF(JR2.EQ.1 .AND. SLOAP.GT,.99E+20 .AND. TN(2),LE1TN(6)) THEN
425 301 TINT = TN(2)
426 MINW1 = 141(2)
427 C EEC =0O EHX =Ob ESK =-0
428 TN(3) = TN(2) -
429 141(3) : 14N(2)
430 HN(3) = HN(2)
431 TN(4) = TN(2)
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432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465

466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480

BY-PASS MIXING)
501

502

EEC : ETAEC1
EHX =~ETAHIT

IF(J23.Eo.1) EHX =O
ESK : ETAEC3

IF(JR2#EQ.1) ESK = O
LOAD LINE INTERSECT LINE 4-7 ?

IF(J23.EO.1) GO TO 420
IF (WN(4),.GTtWN(7)) GO TO 420
S74 = (WN(7) - WN(4))/(TN(7) - TN(4))
IF (ABS(TN(7)-T'N(4))tLT.1.E-6) 874 = IE+20
IF (ABS(SLOAD-S74).LTo1.E-4) GO TO 420

IF (S74,LT,,99E+20) THEN
TINT = (WN(6) - WN+(4) S74*TN(4) - SLOAD*TN(6))/(S74 - SLOA

IF (SLOAD.GT..99E+20) TINT = TN(6)
WINT = WN(4) + 974*(TINT - TN(4))

IF(SLOAD*EQ*O) WINT =mWN(6)
IF (WINTtGTtWN(7)-) O0 TO 420

IF (WINT.GT.WN(4)) THEN
NCASE = I
GO TO 440

ENDIF
ELSE

TINT = TN(4)
WINT = WN(6) - SLOAD*(TN(6) - TINT)

IF (WINT.GT,.WN(4)) THEN
NCASE = 1
GO TO 440

ENDIF

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

WN(4) = WN(2)
HN(4) : HN(2)
NCASE = 6
60 TO 440

ENDIF
C
C CALCULATION OF DELIVERED AIR STATE (WITH POSSIBLE

310 IF (WN(2),GT*WN(6) FOR, HN(3).GTdHN(6)) GO TO
IF (MODE.LE.3) THEN

IF (WN(2),GTWHAX .OR, HN(3).GTd1MAX) GO TO
ENDIF

C
C EVAPORATIVE COOLER 1 CALCULATIONS

ErA = ETAECI
L-=3
J= 4
ASSIGN 330 TO PC
GO TO 700

330 CONTINUE
HN(4) ENTH(4)

D)
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481 ENDIF
482 C LOAD LINE INTERSECT LINE 3-4 ?
483 420 543 = (WN(4) - WN(3))/(TN(4) - TN(3))
484 TINT (WN(6) - WN(3) + $43*TN(3) - SLOAD*TN(6))/(S43 - SLOAD)
485 IF (SLOADtGTtt99E+20) TINT = TN(6)
486 IF (TINTtLE.TN(3)) THEN
487 WINT : WN(3) + S43*(TINT - TN(3))
488 IF(SLOAD.E.O.) WINT = WN(6)
489 C EEC = ETAECI*(TN(3) - TINT)/(TN(3) - TN(4))
490 TN(4) = TINT
491 WN(4) : WINT
492 HN(4) ENTH(4)
493 NCASE =2
494 IF(J23.EQ.1) NCASE = 3
495 C IF(JR2,EQ,1) NCASE = 4
496 IF(J23.EO.l .AND. JR2.EQ.1) NCASE =m5
497 60 TO 440
498 ENDIF
499 C LOAD LINE INTERSECT LINE 2-3 ?
500 IF(J23,EQf1) GO TO 435
501 S32 = (WN(3) - WN(2))/(TN(3) - TN(2))
502 TINT = (WN(6) -- WN(2) + S32*TN(2) - SLOAD*TN(6))/(S32 - SLOAD)
503 IF (SLOADGT*.99E+20) TINT = TN(6)
504 IF (TINTtLEtTN(2)) THEN
505 J23=I
506 C EEC2 =
507 C EHX1 : 0.
508 IF(NMODEtEO1) THEN
509 TN(3) = TN(2)
510 WN(3) = WN(2)
511 HN(3) = HN(2)
512 G0 TO 300
513 ENDIF
514 WN(7) = WN(6)
515 TN(7) TN(6)
516 HN(7) : HN(6)
517 60 TO 213
518 ENDIF
519 C LOAD LINE LIES TO RIGHT OF TN(2), USE AMBIENT AS SINK
520 C AND BY-PASS HXI t EC2, AS NCASE=4 PROBABLY WOULD NOT OCCUR
521 435 IF(JR2*EO.1) GO TO 301
522 JR2 1
523 C EEC3 = O
524 J23=1
525 C EEC2 = 0,
526 C EHX1 : 0.
527 IF (MODE, EO. 1) THEN
528 TN(3) =TN(2)
529 WN(3) : WN(2)
530 HN(3) = HN(2)
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531 30 TO 300
532 ENDIF
533 TN(7) : TN(6)
534 WN(7) = WN(6)
535 HN(7)l= HN(6)
536 TN(14) = TN(1)
537 WN(14) : WN(1)
538 HN(14) : HN(1)
539 GO TO 212
540 C
541 440 TN(5) = TINT
542 WN(5) = WIT
543 HN(5) = ENTH(5)
544 C CHECK TO SEE IF CAN MEET LOAD WITH THIS STATE
545 IF(MODE.EQ.1) RHEC : CLOAD/(HN(6) HN(5))
546 IF (TN(5).GTTMAX .ORf WN(5).GTWMAX) GO TO 303
547 MDOTB = CLOAD/(HN(6) - HN(5))
548 RMDOT = iDOTB
549 COOL = CLOAD
550 IF(MODEtEQ1) ECCOOL = CLOAD
551 IF(HODE.Ego2) COOLM2 = CLOAD
552 IF (NCASEEO.1) THEN
553 MDOTS = MDOTB*(HN(5) - HN(7))/(HN(4) - HN(7))
554 BPR = 1, - MDOTS/MDOTB
555 ELSE
556 HDOTS =hDOTB
557 BPR = O
558 ENDIF
559 C
560 460 IF(ION.EQ.1) THEN
561 NDOTSR = MDOTS
562 KDOTR = HRD*DOTS
563 OTHERi = IDOTR*(IN(I1)-HN(9))
564 QCC = MDOTS*(HN(2) - HN(8)) + 3DOTR*(HN(12) - HN(11))
565 ELSE
566 NDOTSR = Of
567 MDOTR = Of
568 OTHERM 0.
569 0CC = 0,
.570 ENDIF
571 IF(ISOLAR.EO.1 .AN), TN(9)tLT.TSOL) THEN
572 TN(1O) =TSOL
573 HN(1O) = ENTH(10)
574 OSOL = MDOTR*(HN(10) - HN(9))
S75 ELSE
576 ISOLAR = 0
577 TN(10) =TN(9)
578 HN(10) = HN(9)
579 OSOL = 0.
580 ENI3IF



581
582
583
584
585
586
587

588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624

6219

203

COP = 99,

COPA .0099,

QAUXw OTHERM - OSOL
IF(QAUXII3TtQAUXM) QAUXiI." QAUX

FLOAD = COOL/CLOAD
IF(CLOADE0) FLOAD = 1

FSOL = OSOL/OTHERM
COP l.COOL/OTHERM

IF(OTHERM+EO10t *AND+ COOLd+IIU0.)
COPA = COOL/QAUX

IF(OAUX.EQ.0. .AND. COOL*NE+0.)
QHX1 =MDOTS*(HN(2)-HN(3))
QHX2 MDOTR*(HN(9)-HH(1))

C
C OUTPUT OF INFORMATION
480 OUT(1) FLOAT(IIOfE)

OUT(2) = FLOAT(NCASE)
OUT(3) = CLOAD*3600.
OUT(4 =COOL*3600+

OUT(S) =EXCOOL*36001.
OUT(6) = MiOTB*3600+
OUT(7 = MDOTS*3600#
OUT(8) =MLDOTR*3600.
OUT(9) = GTHERM*3600+
OUT(10) = AUX*3600.
OUT(11) = SOL*3600+
OUT(12) =OCC*3600+
OUT(13) =COP
QUT(14) =COPA
OUT(15) =FLOAt'
OUT(16) =FSOL
OUT(17) =TN(9)*FLOAT(ION)
OUT(18) WN(9)*FLOAT(ION)
OUT(19) FLOAT(INFO(7)) + It,
OUT (20) =MDOTR*3600t**FLOAT (ISOLAR)

c
OUT(21) =SENSBL*3600+
OUT(22) =LATENT*3600+
OUT(23) TH(6)
OUT(24) = 1N(6)
OUT(25) =ICOOL
OUT(26) =IDRY,
OUT(27) =TMIN
OUT(28) = IMIN
OUT(29) - EXCMAX
OUT(30) ~COOLM2*3600#
OUt(31%)in mDOTSR*3600.
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631 OUT(37) =UWMAX
632 OUT(38) = HMAX
633 OUT(39) : SLOAD
634 OUT(40) = ECCOOL*3600t
635 C
636 OUT(41) : MDOTM
637 OUT(42) = QAUXM
638 OUT(43) : MDOTB/MDOTM
639 OUT(44) = DOTS/MDOTM
640 OUT(45) = MDOTR/MDOTM
641 OUT(46) = CLDMAX
642 OUT(47) = RMDOT/MDOTH
643 OUT(48) : RHEC*3600,
644 OUT(49) RMEC/MDOTM
645 OUT(50) = MRMDS
646 OUT(51) =MRM
647 OUT(52) : BPR
648 OUT(53) = EXSENS*3600#
649 OUT(54) = EXLAT*3600.
650 OUT(55) = TN(10)*FLOAT(ION)

651 OUT(56) = TN(11.)*FLOAT(ION)
652 OUT(57) = (TN(10) - TN(9))*FLOAT(ION)
653 OUT(58) : FLOAT(ISOLAR)
654 OUT(59) = TN(10) * FLOAT(ISOLAR)
655 OUT(60) : CLOAD/I1000f
656 C
657 IF(IOPT.Egt-1) GO TO 992
658 [F(COOLGT*CLOAD ,OR, MDOTStGTMDO'B ,OR, MfOTB-GT.MDOTM -OR,
659 - MDOTB*LTt0. *OR* OAUX,.LTO. .OR, QSOLtLT0. .OR,
660 - COOLtLTO.) THEN
661 WRITE(*,665)
662 665 FORMAT(1X/5X,'*** NONSENSE VALUE IN AN OUTPUT **'/)
663 IOPT = -1

664 60 TO 992
665 ENDIF
666 C
667 RETURN
668 C
669 C CAN NOT MEET LOAD IN PRESENT MODE, GO TO NEXT MODE
670 501 60 TO (201,202,203,505),MODE
671 502 GO TO (201,202,203),MODE
672 503 GO TO I201,202,203,504),ODE
673 C
674 C SYSTEM CAN NOT MEET ALL OF THE LOAD. FIND AUXILIARY COOLING REQU

IRED
675 504 IF (HN(5).GE.HN(6) ,OR. WN(5).GT.WN(6)) GO TO 505
676 MODE = 5
677 MDOTB = MDOTM
678 RMDOT = CLOAD/(H(6) - HN(5))
679 MDOTS = MDOTB(HN(5)-HN(7))/(HN(4)-HN(7))
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730
731
732
733
734
735

736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747

748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759

760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777

TN(J) : TIN + ETA$(TSTAR - TIN)
WN(J) ~ WIN + ETA$(WSTAR WIN)

GO TO PCp(102v207,210,330)
704 WRITE(*t,671) LJ,ODETN(L),WN(L)PWSIN
671 FORMAT(1X/3X,'INPUI ERROR TO EVAP COOLER'/

- IOX,'L=',I2,SX,'J=',I2,SX,'MODE=',I2,SX,'TL=',F6.2,5X

- "WL=',F86,5X,'WLS=',F8.6/)
60 TO 991

706 WRITE(*,672) LYJ
672 FORMAT(IX/5X,'*** EVAP COOLER DID NOT CONVERGE *'/

- IOX,'L='YI2,7X,'J=-',I2//)

GO TO 991
C
C EQUILIBRIUM SUBROUTINE
800 XLST = ,10

DO 810 IX:1,15
GXK = GX(XLSTT)
DGXK = DGX(T)
HSIIVK = HSHV(XLST)
DHSHVK = DISHV(XLST)
FX = t0208*(GXK**HSHVK) W
DFX = .0208*(HSHVK*(GXK**(HSHVK-.))*tDGXK

- + (ALOG(GXK))*(GXK**HSHVK)*tDHSHVK)
XNXT = XLST - FX/DFX

IF(XNXT*LT#.O) XNXT = 0.1*XLST
IF (ABS((XNXT-XLST)/XLST).LT..01) CO TO 820

XLST = XNXT
810 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,681) T,W
681 FORMAT(IX/5X,'*** EQUILIBRIUM SUBROUTINE DID NOT CONVERGE

- IOX,'T: ',F5#2,5X,'W= ',F6.5//)
60 TO 991

820 XX = XNXT
G0 TO PXY(220Y225)

C
991 IOPT ="-1

60 TO 480
992 WRITE(*$692) TIMEYMODENCASETN(1)PWN(1)
692 FORMAT(IX/" ***ERROR IN COOLSYS -'- EXECUTION TERMINATED***'/

am IOX,'TIME*#',FIO.3,SX,'MODE:t',I3,5X,'NCASEI*'YI3,

- 5X,'TAMB: 'F6*2,SX,'WAMB=',F6.4//)
WRITE(*,693)

693 FORnAT(l6Xi'TEIP (C)',IOX,'SP HUMIITY',I0X,'ENTHALPY',
- 13X,'TO',I6X,'WO'/)

694 FORNAT(6X,12,8XF6.2, 12XFS.6,12XEIOt4,1OXF6.2, 10XF8.6)

WRITE(*,695) (PAR(I), l=1,NP)
695 FORMAT(1X/5X,'PARAMETERS'/4(1X,10(E12.4)/) )



BPR = It- MDOTS/MDOTB
COOL = ftMOTB*(HN(6) - HN(5))
IF(NCASE.EQ06 ,AND, COOLtBT*CLOAD) COOL = CLOAD

EXCOOL = CLOAD - COOL
EXSENS = SENSBL - IDOTBV(A + B*WN(5))*(TN(6) - TN(5))
EXLAT LATENT - MDOTB*(B*TN(6) + C)*(WN(6) - WN(5))
IF (EXCOOLtGT,.EXCMAX) EXCMAX = EXCOOL
30 TO 460

680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729

EXCMAX = EXCOOL

C TURN SYSTEM OFF (MODE 0 OR 6)
550 ION:0

NCASE = 0
ISOLAR = 0
BPR = 0,

C EEC=O EHX:O. ESK=0.
MDOTB = O.
MDOTS = O
COOL = 0.
0 TO 460

C
C EVAPORATIVE COOLER SUBROUTINE
700 WIN =N(L)-

TIN = TN(L)
WOLD = WIN
TSTAR = TIN
IC = 0
TLOW = -10.

WSIN = WSAT(TIN)
IF (WINGT.WSIN) GO TO 704

701 IC=:-IC + 1
IF (IC.GT.100) GO TO 706

WSTAR : mWSAT(TSTAR)
WNEWa = W(TINTSTARWSTAR)

IF (ABS(WNEW-WOLD)oLT.O00001) GO TO 703
IF ((WNEW-WOLI)#GT.) TSAVE TSTAR
IF ((WNEW-WOLD),LT.0.) 60 TO 702

TSTAR = AMAXI(TLOWTSTAR-5*)
60 TO 701

702 TLOW = TSTAR
TSTAR = (TSTAR+TSAVE)/20
30 TO 701

703 WSTAR = WSAT(TSTAR)

206

C
C SYSTEM OVERLOAD
505 MODE = 6

EXCOOL = CLOAD
EXSENS = SENSBL
EXLAT = LATENT
IF (EXCOOLtGTEXCMAX)

RMDOT = -1.
C
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778 WRITE(*,696) (XIN(I), 1=INI)
779 696 FORMAT(5X,'INPUTS'/IXIO(EI2.4) )
780 WRITE(*,697) (OUT(I), I=INO)
781 697 FORMAT(5X,'OUTPUTS'/6(IXIO(EI2.4)/) )
782 CALL TYPECK(IOPTINFONINPND)
783 RETURN
784 END
...... >E ITPRT

@PRT, S -KS*TRNSYSIMVV6OX,

KS*TRNSYS(1).MVV6OX(1)
I COOLED DUNKLE CYCLE
2
3 * MIAMI JULY
4 Z ALL MODES AVAILABLE
5 * VERY GOOD HX I ECY
6 * COLLECTOR SET FLOW

DESICCANT COOLING SYSTEM TRNSYS SIMULATION

SOLAR + AUX @ 60C
E

VERY GOOD D11 MAX FLOW RATE = #75 KG/SEC
RATE = .75 KG/SEC -.- ,015 KG/SEC--2

* COLLECTOR STORAGE VOLUM4E = 12#5 M3 --- .25 M3/M2

FOR KS*HISTOGRAM#
MODE 2 - NCASE
RMDOT 7 - MDOTS
MDOTSR 12 - COOL
OTHERM 17 - ECCOOL

CONSTANTS 36
DTM = .50
60 = 4345

SLP = 25o5

0
.96
.90
1000.
STP - I
,49

NM = 0
STP = 5089

TRM = 25,

3 - COP
8 MDOTR

13 - EXCOOL
18 INF7/3

4
9

14
19

FLOAD
MRMDS
OAUX
INF7/6

DAY = 182 PRT = -1

WRM = .012

HIT = 95 HIW
EC2 .96 EC3
ET = .95 RCC
ODT = 750. MDI
AC = 50.
FUL = 1.026E+4

TREG= 60.

=0, H2T .95
= .96

1,05 MRD 1.0
= t0766 DT = .00014
FLC = 2700. VOL =

LABELS
1-
6-

11 -

16 -

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24

5
10
15
20

FSOL
MCOLL
OSOL
MROCK

ICN
ECI
EW
UA
SP1
FRT

LAT = 25

1DM = 0

H2W = 0.

TRC = 1
STK = 5

12.5

EE
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OPRT, KS*TRNSYStCDKLDECK

KS*TRNSYS(1)tCDKLDECK(O)
i *TRNSYS DECK
2 SIMULATION
3 TOLERANCES
4 LIMITS
5 WIDTH
6 NOLIST
7
8
9
10

FOR SYSTEM COOLED DUNKLE SYSTEM + SOLAR
60 STP DITM
-.05 -.05
35 20 32
120

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 CARD READER
PARAMETERS 16
4 If -1 1000 Of -2 1000 O, 3 0.1

11 (T20,F4.0,1XF4.0,TSOF4.0,T53,F4.0)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16
PARAMETERS 7
5 1 DAY LAT
INPUTS 7
1,2 1,1 1,19

0. o. o

UNIT 3 TYPE 32
PARAMETERS 22
TRM WRM TREG
EW ET RCC

INPUTS 4
1,3 1,4 691
25# t012 O.

UNIT 4 TYPE 38
PARAMETERS I
TRC
INPUTS 1

3Y19
10

*

UNIT 5 TYPE 38
PARAMETERS 1
TRC
INPUTS 1
3919

RADIATION PROCESSOR

4*871E+6 0 -1

1,20 0,0 0,0 0,0.-
1, .2 SLP O,

DESICCANT SYSTEM CC-A

MDM ICN HIT HIW H2T H2W EC1
MRD UA ODT MDI WDT STK NM

0,0
o.

EXTRA OUTPUT 11 FOR TYPE 32

EXTRA OUTPUT #2 FOR TYPE 32

Of 4 .0001 O, -1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

EC2 EC3
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40 10
41

42 UNIT 6 TYPE 22 SOLAR AIR COLLECTOR AND STORAGE
43 PARAMETERS 11
44 AC FLC -1. FRT FUL 3. VOL 1600. 840o 0. 20.
45 INPUTS 6
46 2,6 1,3 3,17 3,18 3,20 0,0
47 O. 25. 25. .012 O. 25.
48 DERIVATIVES 5
49 40t 40. 40t 40. 40.
50
51 UNIT 7 TYPE 25 PRINTER
52 PARAMETERS 4
53 PRT GO SP1 -1
54 INPUTS 5
55 47 4,8 4,9 5,2 5,6
56 TMIN WMIN EXCMAX QAUXM CLDMAX

57
58 UNIT 8 TYPE 37 KS*HISTOGRAM
59 PARAMETERS 63
60 PRT 60 STP, -1 6 7y -1 6 7, -.1 2.0 21, -.05 1.0 21,
61 ".05-1.0 21, -.1 2.0 21, -.1 1.0 Ill -.1 2.0 21,
62 .4 2.5 21, -.2 4.0 21,
63 -.1 2.0 21, -3600000 72000000 21,
64 -3600000 72000000 21, -3600000 72000000 21,
65 -3600000 72000000 21, -3600000 72000000 21,
66 -1 20 21, -1 20 21, -1 20 21, -360. 7200. 21
67 INPUTS 20
68 -3,1 -3Y2 -3F13 -3,15 -3,16 -5,7 -5,4 -5Y5 -5,10 -6,4
69 -4,12 -3P4 --3,5 -3,10 -3,11 -3,9 -16,8 3,19 6,11 -6,20
70 O. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0.
71 O. o. O. O. 0. O. O. O. 0. 0.
72 * LABELS 1 - MODE 2 - NCASE 3 - COP 4 - FLOAD 5 - FSOL
73 -6 - RMDOT 7 - MDOTS 8 - MDOTR 9 - MRMDS 10 - MCOL

L
74 * 11 - MDOTSR 12 - COOL 13 - EXCOOL 14 - OAUX 15 - QSOL
75 * 16 - OTHERM 17 - COPE 18 - IHF7/3 19 - INF7/6 20 - MROC

K
76
77 UNIT 9 TYPE 27 HISTOGRAM #1
78 PARAMETERS 35
79 1 PRT -1 GO SP1, 27 90 21, 21 84 21. 27 90 21, -2 40

21,
80 21 84 21,Y27 90 21f -2 40 21,21 84 21,21 84 21,
81 21 84 21 
82 INPUTS 10
83 5,16 3,17 5,15 5,17 6,18 6,19 6,3 6,7 6,5 6,

84 TREG TN-9 TN"10 T1O-T9 TC-IN TC-OUT OUT-IN TBARS IS-I TS
-N
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85

86 UNIT 10 TYPE 27 HISTOGRAM #2
87 PARAMETERS 35
88 2 PRT -1 00 SP1,0 24 241 0 24 24,0 24 24,0 24 24,
89 0 24 24,Y0 24 24,0 24 249 0 24 24y 0 24 24,0 24 24

90 INPUTS 10
91 3,4 313 3,5 6,8 3,10 3,11 3,6 3,7 3,8 6,14
92 COOL CLOAD XCOOL QU QAUX QSOL MB MS MR MCOLL
93 4
94 UNIT 11 TYPE 28 SIMULATION SUMMARY #1
95 PARAMETERS 34

96 PRT GO SPI -1, 0 -4y 0 -4, 0 -4y 0 -4, 0 -4f 0 -4,
97 -12 -11 2 --4y -16 -11 2 -4,-12 -14 -15 3 2 -4,
98 -12 -14 2 -4
99 INPUTS 6
100 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,10 3,11 4,20
101 LABELS. 10
102 CLOAD COOL EXCOOL GAUX OSOL ECCOOL FLOAD FEC COP COPA
103
104 UNIT 12 TYPE 28 SIMULATION SUMMARY #2
105 PARAMETERS 34
106 PRT 60 SPI -1v 1 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4,

107 0 -4v -13 -13 -18 3 2 -4y -12 -17 -1 AC 1 2 -4, -19 -4
108 INPUTS 9
109 6,13 6,8 3q11 6y12 6,9 6,10 2,6 3,10 5,18
110 LABELS 10
111 DE QU OSOL GENV QIN QOUT HT FSOL ETACOL ISOLAR
112 CHECK o20 2Y-1,-3,-4
113 CHECK t20 5,-69-1
114
115 UNIT 13 TYPE 28 SIMULATION SUMMARY #3
116 PARAMETERS 24

117 PRT GO SPI -1 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4p,0 -4
118 0 -4,0 -4t,0 -4y0 -4
119 INPUTS 10
120 4P13 4Y14 3Y6 3,7 3P8 6,14 6,20 6,16 4,5 4,6
121 LABELS 10
122 OHXI QHX2 MB MS MR MCOLL MROCK C-XON ICOOL IDRY
123 *
124 UNIT 14 TYPE 28 SIMULATION SUMMARY #4
125 PARAMETERS 22
126 PRT GO SPI -I, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4y 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4

127 -18 -19 2 -4
128 INPUTS 9
129 3,9 3,12 4,1 4,2 5,13 5,14 4,15 3,4 3 6

130 LABELS 8
131 OTHERM 0CC SENSBL LATENT EXSEHS EXLAT ISAT DELHIN
132 *
133 UNIT 15 TYPE 28 SIMULATION SUMMARY *5
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134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142 L
143
144
145
146
147
148
149 E

....-- >EXIT PF

PARAMETERS 26
PRT GO SP1 -19 0 -4y 0 -4, 0 -4f 0 -4y 0 -4, 0 -4,
0 -4, 0 .-11 2 -4, 0 -4, 0 -4
INPUTS 10
16,1 16,2 16f3 1694 16,5 16,6 16,7 3Y4 4,10 4,11
LABELS 10
ETOT MB2 MS2 HSR2 MR2 MCOLL3 MROCK3 COPE COOLM2 HSR

r 16 TYPE 36
AETERS 1
rm

PARASITICS

UTS 8
6 397 4,11 3,8 6,14 6P20 3,1 3Y4
).O O OtO Ot oil Of 00

JNIT
PAR
DT

INF
3,

END

RT


